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McNamara Murder Trial Drags Condemned Man Shows No Signs Mrs. Kathleen Robwell Makes Clerical Suite Emphasizes Its Office to Be Opened in Palace Men and Women of Denver
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of Remorse or Break
Patriotism With National
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Territorial Game and Fish Warden
Gable has returned from a trip to the
Log Pinoa and San Antonito streams
in northern Rio Arriba county near
the Colorado line to investigate com
plaints that beavers were damming
the streams and flooding low lying
farms causing much damage. Mr. Ga
ble issued permit's to capture the

(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
itb:
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 23.
one juror absent because of critical
illness in his family and another back
from visiting his sick wife, the McNamara murder trial dragged ahead
today in an attempt to get two more
men needed to fill the jury box before
the exercise for the third time of per-

beavers.

emptory challenges.
Counsel for James B. McNamara
conferred with their client at length
before court opened as to the men
who should be peremptorily excused
and it was reported that all five talesmen accepted, as to cause would be
let go by the defense. F. B. Hana-wala retired wholesale grocer, was
excused today at the suggestion of
Judge Walter Bordwell without formality of challenge. Hanawalt had
gone through a baker's strike and ad
mitted a prejudice against unions
which led him to believe James B.
McNamara instigated the Times ex

J

Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Palen has received from Insurance Commissioner Jacobo Chaves $220; and
from Traveling Auditor John Joerns
$25 bank examination fees.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have
been appointed by Governor Mills:
Robert H. Crews, Albuquerque; Sam
D. Lowry, Portales; Chester H. Eddy,
Chama and Mary S. Cole, Chico, Collax county.
Penitentiary Crowded.
The problem of what to do with the
convicts is- - one of the problems up to
the first state legislature. At pres
ent there are 360 in the penitentiary,
These men should be employed on
permanent road work as far a3 pos
sible.
. Special Anniversary Programs.
For the third consecutive year, the
Territorial Department of Educa'ion
Is sending out a well arranged and
neatly printed book" containing special programs for public school anniversaries and holidays,
including
eongs and memory gems. It is a
and much praise is due the
compiler for his painstaking work.

t,

plosion.

(By Special Teased Wire to New Mexican)
Richmond, va., Nov. 23. A report
that Beulah Binford, the seventeen-year-olgirl, for love of whom Henry
Clay Beattie Jr., is alleged to have
killed his wife, had arrived here today, caused a distinct sensation. The
police at once denied the story but
made a close search for the girl and
their vigilance did not relax until
word came from New York that the
girl was still there and would make
no attempt to come to Richmond.
Electric Chair Tomorrow.
Beattie awoke at the usual time
this morning on what, by law, was the
last day of his life. Tomorrow shortly after daybreak he will in the electric chair, expiate the murder of his
young wife. There were no signs of
a break-dowthis morning, the prisoner dressing with the same fastidious care that he has taken ever since
he entered the state penitentiary and
the death cell.
,
Has Many Visitors.
Rev. John J. Fix put in an appearance early aud probably will remain
with Beattie during the day. The elder Beattie, Douglass Beattie, brother
of the convicted man, and the attorneys who defended him in the trial
joined the minister soon afterward.
Will Not Confess.
d

n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Nov. 23s Mrs. Pethick
Laurence, the head and frout of
Tuesday's suffragette riots, today was
the central figure of the trial of those

arrested during the demonstration.
Standing unconcernedly in the prisoner's enclosure at Bow Street police
court, she listened to the evidence
in support of the charge of assaulting
the police and obstructing tham in
the performance of their duty. When
the magistrate sentenced her to a
month's imprisonment, she did not

flinch.
Mrs.
According to the evidence,
Lawrence, at the head of thirty wom"
en, stormed the police time and
again. She struck a policeman in the
face twice, and struggled for fifteen
minutes when she was arrested and
taken away.. Mrs. Lawrence made a
statement in court with reference to
the poster produced yesterday, calling
on women to assemble and "see fair
play and protect women from being
brutally victimised by the police in
uniform and plain clothes, as they
were on Black Friday, 1910 when as
the result of 111 usage, one woman
died, and many were seriously in-

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlran) I J. S. Harris, the new secretary of (By Special reased Wire to New Mexican)
23. Cardinals-desig-- i
Denver, Colo., Nov. 23. A decided
the Board of Trade, was born In
Rome, Nov.
nate John Farley and Diomede Fal- - j Whitehall 111., and received his early reversal of attitude on the part of
conio arrived here today. Many ec- education in the public schools of St. one witness and the absence of two
clesiastics had assembled at the sta- Louis, Mo., and St. Paul, Minn. He; others seriously hampered the proe-graduate- d

tion before dawn, but the train containing the two American archbishops
was late. Both the prelates looked
well, notwithstanding the fatigue of
their long journey.
The ecclesiasts present knelt and
kissed the rings on the new Cardinals-designatwhile many travelers and
other persons about the station joined
in emphasizing the cordiality of the
reception. A characteristic note was
given to the occasion by some of the
clerical suits carrying rolled American flags bound with white and yellow ribbons, the papal colors.
Distinguished Prelates at Rome.
Among those at Rome are: Manager Thomas Kennedy, Manager
Dennis
O'Conell,
auxiliary bishop of San Francisco; Dr. Bernard
J. Mahoney of Albany, spiritual director of the American College; Father
Dolan, rector of the English speaking
Church of San Silvestre here; Father
Hilary Jordan of fit. Paul, and other

from the school of
culture of the University of Minne
sota in 1906, and specialized in horti- culture and landscape gardening. He
worked as reporter on the St. Paul
Pioneer Press while attending university. In 1906, Mr. Harris went to
southern California and engaged in
work for "The National Irrigation Association" under Hon. George H. Maxwell, the "father" of the National Reclamation Act. Coming to Santa Fe in
the fall of 1909, on account of poor
health, the Santa Fe climate so agreed
with him that he rapidly regained his
health to such an extent that he was
able to assume the duties of business
Sanatorium.
manager of Suumount
He resigned as business manager,
however, on September, 1911, but intends to make Santa Fe his permanent home.
Will Open an Office.
J. S. Harris the new secretary in
speaking to the New Mexican, says:
"I feel greatly honored in the confl
dence shown me by the business men
of Santa Fe. Owing to the sickness
and death of the late secretary, Mr.
C. G. Richie, the Chamber of Commerce has not been as active as it
should have been.
I
As secretary
hope to get the finances of the chamber in more flourishing condition at
an early date, and with the aid of the
membership committee, also to build
Within the next
up the membership.
week, an office will be opened, if possible, in the Old Palace, and a special
effort will be made to welcome the
tourists and others to Santa Fe and
show them the town's wonderfully historic spots and buildings.
Chamber of Commerce Will Get Busy.
"The Chamber of Commerce realiz
ing that Sanfa Fe is being better ad
vertised now than ever before, owing
tp the fact .0? our recent admission as
a state, will do all In Its power to take
advantage of this advertising and
bring homeseekers and tourists to the
city. The Chamber of Commerce also
realizes that nothing can be dons without the enthusiastic support of the citizens of Santa Fe, and asks the citizens to pledge them this support.
Santa Fe Must Grow.
"As usual the capital of the new
state, with the great agricultural possibilities of Santa Fe county, the won
derful historic interest of Santa Fe,
and the health giving air and sunshine, Santa Fe must grow, and it will
if everyone will work and boost for a
bigger and better Santa Fe."
Agri-icutio- n

i

case.

today in the Patterson murder

Witnesses Disappear.
Louis Schramm, a gardener employed at the Hendrie home, before which
the shooting occurred, and by whom
the state expected to Bhow a conversation between Mrs. Patterson and
her husband just before the shots
were fired, is in Chicago, out of the
jurisdiction of the court, it was announced, and Norah Brown, a maid In
the Hendrie home at the time of the
shooting, and who, the state expected,
would tell of Mrs. Patterson's statements after she had shot Patterson,
has not yet been found by the sheriff's deputies.
Prosecution Plans Disarranged.
The absence of these two witnesses.
It was apparent, seriously disarranged the plans of Special Prosecutor
Benson who asked for a recess when
these witnesses failed to respond
when their names were called shortly before the usual time for the noon

Witnesses Threatened With Death.
New Orleans, La, Nov. 23. Wit
nesses for the prosecution in the Lob
Angeles Times dynamiting case, have
been threatened with death after hav
American clergyr..?n.
recess.
jured."
withstood repeated efforts of
ingof
The superior proarator-genera- l
Witness Favorable to Mrs. Patterson.
am
She
to
said:
state
"I
glad
that, the Franciscanagents of the defense to bribe them,
Monks took Cardinal-Designat-e
Denver, Colo., Nov. 23. Dr. W G.
as far as the police in my vicinity
declared William J. Burns, the detec
Falconio to the Monastery
called today as a state witness
are
Mudd,
no
was
there
concerned,
the
repetition
before
an
address
today
tive, in
of St. Anthony, while
in
trial of Gertrude Gibson Patthe
on
of
of
'the
brutal
Tuesday
usage
Ameri
state secretaries section of the
Neither Beattie's attorneys or his women.
Farley, accompanied by Manaterson, for the allestd murder oC her
I am inclined to think that
can Bankers' Association.
Manarelatives believe he will confess. His what
and
F.
Thomas
Kennedy
hiisband, Charles A. Patterson, proved
happened on the former occa ger
Mr. Burns arraigned Samuel Gom-per- spiritual advisers are of another opinto have testimony of value to the desion was done on the instructions of ger Dennis O'Conell. with Dr. Ber
American
Fed
the
of
president
ion.
the
nard Mahoney, drove to the Hotel
They entertain
hope,
fense. Attorney Benson, of the proseeration of Labor, Eugene V. Debs and amounting "almost to conviction, that the government."
Bristol, followed by the suite.
cution declared that the physician's
of
The
others
the
almost
accused
e
"would-bleaders" of organized he will do so.
other
Is
Pleased.
Pope
without exception took their sentestimony came as a surprise to him.
s
Escaped Convict Recaptured.
but declared that
labor,
usual papal audience.
If he is guilty, I feel reasonably tences with indifference, choosing
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Terri- of organized labor is opposed, to vioPatterson Struck Wife."
jail During the
certain he will acknowledge
all." in preference to the payment of fines. Cardinal M. Del Val communicated to
torial Mounted Police, who returned lence
Dr. Mudd rode in the ambulance
and not in sympathy with ef- said Rev. Dr. Fix. "To
two
of
to
the
his
death
the
arrival
the
go
pope
Mrs. Kathleen Robwell managed to
last evening from Tucumcari aud
with Mrs. Patterson when she wag takforts of the small socialistic element
and Informed him of
en to the Jail after. the shooting. He
today received a report that that seeks to destroy organized socie- with a lie on his lips would be sacri deliver a brief speech in spite of the esignate
Juan Salcido, a convict who had es- ty and has no respect for the laws of lege and Beattie is at peace with his protests of the magistrate. She had the cordial reception that had been
bore out the claim of the defendant
Maker."
a big plate glass window on accorded to them. The pope was
broken
that Patterson struck her by stating
caped from the road gang at Chama, the country.
;
Seeks to Spare His Father,
Rio Arriba county, is in jail at Carlsthe Strand.
pleased and said he was looking forthat there was a bluish looking spot
Darrow Resents.
bad, with a bullet hole in both hips.
on Mrs. Patterson's cheek which the
"It is out of my great love for hu- ward to receiving them soon.
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 23. "What The fact remains however, that
The secret consistory will be held
He was recaptured near the Texas Burns is reported to have said is in through all the ordeal attending his manity and particularly my devotion
prisoner Indicated to him In the
line.
trial and conviction, young Beattie to women and 'cWjiran that I dldi next Monday and the public cons's-tor:v
course of their ride to the lockup as
said
has
he
what
with
keeping
will follow on Thursday. the- - spot where .5. her husband - had
i
Desperado Recaptured.
Clarence .'. S. has sought in "every way to spare his
Attorney
Mounted' Policeman J. B. Rusk has Darrow, chief counsellor James B. aged father. The elder Beattie is said
struck her. Witness testified further
Imposing Ceremonies.
"Sex disqualification Is the root of
At the secret consistory only the
ae to the conversation between hlir
Tom Foley who broke out McNamara, referring to the address to believe in the innocence of his all social evils and I am
to
prepared
of 'jail at Tierra Amarilla, and Foley of Detective William J. Burns today son. It is a question whether the con- do
self and Mrs. Patterson that the latpope and the cardinals resident in
anything the militant branch of the Rome
will be brought to the penitentiary in in New Orleans. .
at first told him she did not know
At the public conter
are
demned men does not consider that
present.
to
in
order
dictates
gain
suffragettes
this city for safekeeping. Foley, is a "There is not a word of truth in it." he owes it to his father, to whom he th
who had fired the shot which killed
sistory three days later, the ceremony
vote
women,
for
. half breed, and when captured five
her husband, but later she said that,
has brought so much pain and so much
Mrs. Robwell was committed for is much more imposing, the new carmiles south of El Rito, Rio Arriba HUNDRED PASSENGERS KILLED
after her husband had knocked her
from
dinals
hats
to
their
red
to
his
death
seal
with
the!
go
receiving
disgrace,
trial at the sessions. She refused
down, he handed her the pistol, saycounty, still had one of the shackles
IN COLLAPSE OF BRIDGE. ed lips.
offer of bail in the Interval, saying she the pope.
on one wrist, while the other one he
ing:
remain
to
in
until
the
jail
preferred
had taken off with the aid of an axe. Tried to Crawl Out of Windows of
"Now damn you, kill yourself!"
trial.
He had just sold a horse and saddle
Fight for Seats.
Cars But Were Swept Away
REBELS STORM
CHIEF JUSTICE
for $25, the saddle alone being worth
The crowd which flocked to the
.
Floods.
By
NO
APPROPRIATION
$50,000
double that amount. It was of Galcourt house today was the largest of
FOR MCNAMARA DEFENSE.
the trial, and the fight for seats relup make and had orange stirrups. It (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
in much disorder in the midst
is believed that Foley is wanted in Samaur, France, Nov. 23. It Is re
sulted
T
FOR
REFUSES STAT American Federation of Labor, How
of which one woman was injured, but
Arkansas. The jailer who was on ported that 100 passengers were killed
ConMakes
Appeal for
ever,
not seriously. Women vied with men
duty when Foley escaped, has- been and injured today when a bridge coltributions.
in fighting to gain entrance to the
dismissed.
lapsed as a passenger train was passcourt room before the seats were fillThere Were Several Hours of PASSENGERS OF WRECKED
Trouble With Election Returns.
Desires That Important Mat
ing over it.
, STEAMER ARE SAFE. ed, the stampede being attended
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
by
Passengers Swept Away By Flood.
ter Be Referred to EnDesperate Fighting
much pulling and jostling about, and
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 23. The Ameri
is receiving telegrams dally in regard While it was passing the bridge
of
no
Labor will make
can Federation
William J. Bryan and Fellow Travel- the striking of so many blows that the
to faulty election returns. One elec- over the Thoust, the structure, weak
Before Victory
tire Bench
direct appropriation for the defense
ers Will Land at Nassau This
bailiffs had to use strenuous meastion board wires that it forgot to sign ened by recent floods, broke, crash
of the McNamaras. The opportunity
ures to prevent a free for all fight.
Afternoon.
the official returns and asks for the ing with the cars into the swollen
to do so passed today when the con MANGHUS 6UILTY0F MASSACRE (Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican?
Teturn of the poll books: Another elec- stream.
Newspaper Clipping.
PACKERS WORK rOB DELAY
vention adopted the recommendation
New York Nov. 23. All the pass
Dr. Stephen D. Parsons was placed
tion board in Otero county wires that Many of the passengers who got out
of a committee that labor organiza
engers of the steamship Prinz Joach on the stand as the next witness. His
it not only forgot to sign the returns of the cars through the window tried
tions throughout the country be ap Proclamation to Be Issued Asking im, ashore on Atwood Key, a remote testimony concerned Itself with a
"but also enclosed them in the fealed to save themscllves
by clinging to
Be
Asked
to
to
island of the Bahamas,
were taken newspaper clipping which he said he
pealed to for more funds.
ballot box and sent the ballot box to the tops of trees which showed above Judge Carpenter
for Foreign RecogniGrant Further Post .
a found
Failed to Amend.
aboard the Ward line steamer
near Patterson's body after the
the county seat. The board asks for the water. In most cases however,
made no mention of a
and are now on their way to shooting, and which he stated he turn
tion.
The
report
the return of the ballot box" and per they were quickly washed away.
ponement.
Nassau. This news reached the Ward ed over to Police Sergeant Mclntyre.
direct appropriation, and it was put
mission to open it. Of course, this All the boats in the locality had
before those who favored the (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) line office here today in a wireless The latter, who followed Dr. Parsons,
Could not be granted and the ballot been carried off by the Inundations so
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican 1 through
donation had an op"box has been ordered: to be sent to that it was impossible for the people
the
San Francisco, Nov. 23. The revo- message from tfie Seguranca which In the witness chair, confirmed
Washington, D. C, Nov. 23. Chief proposed $50,000
Santa Fe. However, all this will mean of the neighborhood to assist much in Justice White today refused to grant portunity to suggest an amendment. lutionary troops captured one of the had apparently been reeled by the doctor's statement, but be was turned
..
a
forts on Chun Shan hill near Nan- steamer Vigllincia, now at Nassau over to the defense for
delay and confusion In the final can- the work of rescue.
a stay In the trial of the Chicago beef
The
tion
hours
read:
the
without
message
MUST
has
read
LEADERS
LABOR
several
after
clipping
No exact information Is yet avail
Trass of the votes.
"Seguranca
being
king
yesterday
packers, but referred the attorneys
STAND TRIAL AGAIN. desperate fighting, according to a all passengers from the Joachim. to the Jury.
able as to the' number of victims or making the application to the entire
Special Indian Surveys.
'
Alienation Suit.
cable received today from Shanghai Bring to Nassau. Will arrive
A series of special surveys of the as to those rescued. '
bench, with the statement that the
"Will keep you Informed."
The item is said to relate to the
Indian, reservations all over the counmatter was of too much importance for Justice Wright Overrules Motion for by the Chinese Free Press.
Apparently the time when the pass alienation suit which it is said PatterThe forts are the outposts situated
Dismissal of Contempt Protry are being made now, and will be BRAVE SANTA FE BRAKEMAN
Attorhim to pass on individually.
engers are expected to reach Nassau son purposed filing against a Chicago
a few miles from Nanking.
SAVES TOURIST TRAIN.
ceedings.
reported upon to the Indian bureau on
ney Miller, announced that such an
had been lost from the message but millionaire. The police sergeant tes
Manchus Committed Massacres.
December 1, furnishing data for the lo-- .
application to the entire conn would
Wire to New Mexican)
The dispatch says that the revolu- at the Ward line office it was said tified that when he first asked Mrs.
cation of water power plants and Falls From Caboose, but Before Laps be made at the first sitting December (By Special Leased
Washington, D. C, Nov. 23. Samuel tionary military committee has an- that the Seguranca probably would Patterson who did the shooting, she
reservoirs in times to come. The idea
ing Into Unconsciousness
;.
4th.
John Mitchell and Frank nounced that the massacres in Shen reach Nassau between 2 and 3 o'clock declared that Patterson did It himGompers,
be
from
8ets
is that the sites may
reserved
Torpedo.
must Si were committed by mobs composed this afternoon.
for
indicated
the
self. Later he asked her how many
the labor leaders,
Morrison,
Attorneys
packers
entry should any reservations be
in
court
trial
the
efforts
will
made
W. J. Bryan Sighted.
to
that
be
stand
have
shots she fired, she replied that she
supreme
again
New
to
mostly of Manchus and not by the
Mexican)
Special Leased Wire
opened to settlement later on. The (By
Nassau, Nov. 23. The Ward liner did not know.
San Bernardino, Calif., Nov. 23
Judge Carpenter of the United States of the District of Columbia on charges revolutionary soldiers.
data is to be in by December 1 in orProsecution Rests.
are
bead district court at .Chicago, before whom of contempt arising out of the Buck
Seguranca,
others
and
his
Dr.
Wu
stunned
bringing the eighty-fou-r
by
Ting
Fang
striking
Although
der that the secretary may present it when
Denver, Colo., Nov. 23. The state
the indicted packers have been sum Stove and Range case. Justice Wright working on a proclamation which will passengers and mail of the stranded
of
off
roof
was
the
thrown
he
to Congress, it is believed. The work
rested this afternoon in the Patterson
moned for trial on Monday, to grant today handed down a decision over- be Issued Shortly, asking all nations Prinz Joachim, has been sighted.
for this section is. completed, and the the caboose of his train, F. H. Kelly,
murder trial and Attorney Hilton, who
a further postponement until the su ruling the motion of the labor lead- to recognize the republic, according
con
retained
a
brakeman,
freight
RobinH.
is
F.
made
by
being
report
88 Id he expected to place Mrs. Patcourt passes on' the applica- ers for a dismissal of the proceedings to a Shanghai dispatch received to PITIFUL 8TORY OF GIRL
to
from
save
preme
sciousness
enough
long
son, superintendent of' the irrigation collision a crowded
under the statute of limitations. The day by the Chinese dally paper.
THAT WENT WRONG. terson on the stand when he had con- tion for a stay.
to.department of local Indian affairs,
eluded his remarks, outlined the concourt held that contempt of court Is
American Forces for China.
tourist train on the Santa Fe Moun
as criminal, and' consetentions of the defense to the jury.
not
classed
23.
American
Nov.
The
Inevitable
As
as
Fate
Foolish
Manila,
That
division.
tain
SHOPMEN MEET WITH
to
bar
of
the
not
the
subject
Postoffice Appointments.
In
officers
stationed
the
Psychology of Beauty.
vicinity
Women
quently
Must
army
Bitterest
Pay
Kelly's train was due to stop a short
ROCK ISLAND OFFICIALS. statute of limitations.
The psychology of beauty is tha subJeBse A. Molohon has been apof Manila begin today the physical
where he fell. Re- Penalty.
distance,
beyond
pointed postmaster at Crystal, San menlbering that the fast passenger
test, which has been ordered by the San Bernardino. Nor. 22. Miss Jes ject now open for study in the West
Juan county, and James T. Sparks has' train was but a Short distance beiilnd, Question of Strike to Be Settled at LAFOLLETTE BOOM IN
military authorities. This is to pre sle McDonald, the school girl allegeu Side court. s
Conference Tomorrow
The Jury-iCALIFORNIA MAKES PROGRE3S pare them for a possible call for vol to be the victim of Dr. Arthur W. Mc- been appointed at Baldy in Colfax
selected, and already
set a torpedo and 'sig
the
:
at Chicago.
unteers for service in China, for Davit, a dentist, took the ' witness that subtle thing feminine charm, is
county. The following five recently nal brakeman,
train
the
When
passenger
flag.
Formal Campaign for His Nomination which purpose it is intended to raise stand late today in the trial of McDa- - sending its sex waves vibrating e cross
for New had
apupolnted
postmasters
halted, Kelly was found uncon (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
on vit, accused of her
the courtroom.
Mexico have been commissioned:
to Presidency to Be Launched
the 15th infantry, arriving here
abduction, and
wov.
23.
:'
'
The inter
Chicago, in.,
That irradicable thing, womanly
A. Davis at Nutt; James H. scious beside the tracks.
December 1, to war strength.
.
Saturday.
told
the
of
life
her
in
her
jury
national officers of the railroad shop
Divisional headquarters are very adjoining McDavit's office for prison, beauty-- a beauty that lures and gains.
Knight t Rincon; Wallace W. Lynn SUPPORTR8 OF REYES
sixteen its ultimate desire Is on one side of
men will meet leading officials of the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) busy. The hospital corps and the months.
at Steeplerock, and Clinton B. Weeks
HALTED AT BORDER Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail23. The
Nov.
San
Francifcco,
Calif.,
out
fitted
are
at
and
Vinnle
corps
Bartram
being
at Thoreau,
Miss McDonald spoke almost in the counsel table and the waves ema
road tomorrow at which time it is ex California, campaign for the nomina- engineer
nate from a pair of woman's eyes that
with winter equipment This informa- whispers!
Taft.
McDavlt, sitting directly In look
Customs Officers Charge That They pected the question of a possible tion of Robert M. LaFollette, will be tion Is given out officially but it is adsoftly, sweetly, appeallngly, sigof
front her, gazed steadily at the girl,
strike will be settled finally.
Are Undesirable Imml-- -.
launched here Saturday afternoon mitted that the Fifteenth regiment Is never once
nificantly. Invitingly, understanding
MINING DEAL THAT
!:
his
eyes.
removing
.v
A grants.
Tomorrow's' meeting was arranged when 250 supporters of the Wisconsin to be reinforced as a precautionary
into those of the twelve men in the
Miss McDonald's story covered a
INVOLVES MILLION DOLLAR8. tft-- Mffti.i tMjud Wire to New Mexican)
a short conference between Repre- senator will meet for a formal confer measure and that the troops will be
at
Jury box.
in
23.
deals
AUegled
Nov.
of
of
five
the
One
biggest mining
Laredo), Texas,
years, when she first
There Is no pointed insinuation
sentatives of the shopmen and Gener ence. The call sent out by Secretary ready to start for China two days period
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to a dramatic close as she described trial for the murder ofPatterson,
be closed jrlthln the next few weeks trial here: today before the inspector Nettleton, general superintendent oi tral 'committee has been signed by
her
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whereby the Ernestine property St Mo In charge of the United States immi
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U.inl the days following the advent of her Charles Patterson, in telling the troth
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Store
The Little
to the Front.
Always

Cooking and Baking Bags
Wt
We'll have

HAVE TUfcM.

THANKSGIVING

for our Customers

TURKEYS

Bananas,
Oranges,
Fruits,
Nuts,
Grape
Plum Pudding.
Crnberries,

ALL

WITH

CASH

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 Black.

J

that mother

dollar sentence for disturbing

the

peace, and Eligio Garcia and Gabriel
Lopez five days or dollar sentences
for drunkenness. Rafael Marquez and
Arthur H. Barrett are charged with
fighting in the Arcade saloon.

told!

Alleged Murderer Arrested,
After eluding Undersheriff Ince of
When she would say she'd done,
Montezuma county, Colorado, and his
I'd always make her start again
posse for eight days, Watt Solka, said
And tell another one;
to be wanted for murder in IndependUntil at last, all tired out.
ence, Kansas, and for whose capture
My eyes would lose their hold
the sum of $4,000 had been offered
On wakefulness I'd dream about
was arrested at the Mesa Verde Oil
The tales that mother told.
and Gas company's well, west of Cor-teby Sheriff James Gawith and his
by, there'd come a deputy, Jesse Holier of Mancos.
Then, by and
knock
And she'd let father in.
Boy Scouts on Hike. .
And as she pointed at the clock.
The Boy Scouts of America at Las
He'd grin a sickly grin;
Vegas will go on a hiking trip leaving
His business kept him late, he swore, the Y. M. C. A. building at 4:30 o'clock
.
And he'd explain and scold
Friday afternoon- and returning about
Till mother's tales looked pale before inoon on
The Scouts will
Saturday.
The stories father told!
nam fnr fha icttf in the noieh.
-C- leveland Plain Dealer
o Hot Springs
The boy8
will take their supper and breakfast
along and plenty of blankets in which
? to keep warm during the night The
AROUND THE STATE
m Foxes and Wolves will go by separate
routes, one under the leadership of
Assistant
Secretary Young, the other
Bean
Big
Crop.
of under the leadership of General Sec
300,000 pounds
Approximately
beans were raised, marketed and retary Marwick.
shipped at Mountainair, the present

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Chinaman

season.
A Divorce Granted.

Mrs. Sallie Howell at Roswell was
granted a divorce from her husband,
Mrs. HOWell aiiegea
W. N. Howell.
In her complaint.
rt

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
All kinds of flowers,

ALFALFA SEED.

farden

&

STOCK

FOOD.

field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

R.

45

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The

Quality Goal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

:

A

SELECT LINE OF

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES

:

Handkerchief Cases, Manicure Sets, Sewing Cases, Book Marks and
a great many other novelties all beautifully hand decorated in
water colors.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Thanksgiving Post Cards.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

Charged With Bootlegging.
Henry Brockman was arrested at
Roswell on the charge of violating
No
the city prohibition ordinance.
date has been set for the hearing.

j

i

Cut Throat Ear to Ear.
Despondent and probably temporar
Rejuvenated Old Maids.
ily out of his head, William Fair, a
H. J. Hay ward who terms himself
negro barber at the Bristol hotel, El
Paso, ended his life with a razor, cut- distributor and promoter of "Parfait
Amour," which is the French for
ting his throat from ear to ear.
"Perfect love," a new compound in
tablet form, is under arrest at Pitts-Charged With Robbery.
Caleb and Ira Taylor were arrested burg, Pa, here on a charge of having
lit- by Fred Higglns, as deputy sheriff at used the mails to defraud. In the
Droaacasi
erature
spreaa
tnrougnoui
Roswell on a warrant from Justice
Bell's court charging one with rob-- the country Hayward claimed that
bery and the other with flourishing the new chewing gum had the effect
of rejuvenating oia maias, reuniting
a gun.
disrupted wedlock and vitalating the
Third Man to be Kicked by Cow. , divorce courts. Thousands of letters
C. C. Batson, of Endee, Quay county, were found in Hayward's office by the
was kicked in the face by a cow which United States Officials, many of them
he was dehorning and was seriously being from the west.
injured. This is the third accident of
Two Below at Roswell.
this kind which has been reported reThose who were residing in this
cently from that county.
city five years ago yesterday, or Nov.
20, 1906, wil remember that the day
Tow Stewart Dead.
Tuberculosis proved fatal to Tom bearing that date was somewhat in
Stewart at Roswell. He was about contrast with yesterday and its
forty years of age and came to New warmth. On that memorable day it
He has no was two degrees below zero in RosMexico from Louisiana.
known relatives in these parts and well and vicinity and several inches
of snow were upon the ground. It
his home town is not known.
will be remembered that that was the
Thirteen Dollars for Jag.
storm of long standing that visited
Reflego Bosquis and Ramon Fierro the whole United States as well as
bcth took it upon themselves 1o get the Pecos Valley. Roswell Daily Recon a "Joyous Jag" at Roswell which ord.
"Jag" ended in their having to pay
over to Police Judge M. W. Wict the
Saloonkeepers to Be Tried.
sum of $13 each.
After a period of over a year, District Attorney Klock at Albuquerque
Ran Out Horses.
announced his intention of bringing
Attorney J. P. Dunlavy of Moun- into court a number of indictments
tainair, was called to Punta last against saloonkeepers
for keeping
Tuesday morning as counsel for open on the occasion of the election
of
Sam
son
Howard Moss the young
for delegates to the constituional conMoss, who was under arrest charged vention with a test case
one of
with running some horses out of the their number as coon asagainst
the Antonio
neighborhood.
Ortiz case is completed. . Nearly a
sayear ago, more than twenty-fiv- e
Accused of Larceny.
loonkeepers of Albuquerque and BerAccused of breaking into the estab- nalillo
county were Indicted for an allishment of Anderson & HUlhrand, leged
of the statutes

Murdered.
Following an inquest Into the death
of Mrs. Maria Gurule, who died under mysterious circumstances Sunday!
at her home near Trlnchera, forty
miles southeast of Trinidad, Colo., the
husband of the woman, Miguel Gurule
and a cousin, Vietro Gurule, were
placed under arrest That the woman
died of a broken neck, the Injury being inflicted by parties unknown, was
the text of the jury's verdict
Mrs.
was found Sunday morn'ng in
a dying condition lying on the floor
of her home. She expired without

E. M.

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

estate.

Per hire at popular arteee Beaglee an eatfdle hi rise.
'
IACI LINE

Bitten By Tarantula.
Henry Carpenter, a well driller, in
Chaves county, sucked a tarantula into his mouth while drawing the air
from a
hose to
start a siphon to run the water out of

CLICK'S

TKEODOtE

n

COHICI,

ft

h

Phone 14

and Trappers!

F.F.GORMLEY

Why Import Mineral Water ?
l

WHEN

:

THE :

YOU CAN GET

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home Industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
!

interested and iboold know

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

MARVEL
Spray
V.kImI SjAmti
I Xbl new Whirling
k ranr drnmict frn It. 1
lie cKonuf. supply iae
w
a.
ia accept no
other,jthnic eend itAtnn tar
Illustrated book-teil- ed.
It ffNM .
and directions In- saxtienUn
nil
Tmlaable to ladles. HAVVEL CO.
44 Kawi tM Sine. SAW Y tC

f

oat

a

S2rOTXli7S!Sr.
Telephone

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 23

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North .South

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

La Salle Restaurant

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of.
the north bound train and arrive at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c
Ten miles shorter than any ether
Short Orders at All Hours,
way. Good covered hack and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
New York Chop Suey 60c
8tatlon. '

CERRILL08

Lump

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.

Kindlis.
CAPITAL COAL

Sawed Wood and

--

Rhone Red

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Weed

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

Imperial Laundry

yr

"

Phone 6619 Blk.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Delivered to your house.

SPILLS

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

It

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.

ver, by way of Durango.

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

Prom

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Attention!

?un'

,

Chuch Workers as Burglars.
Charles E. Gregory and Fay Gregin church
ory, his wife, prominent
and lodge circles at Victor, Colorado,
are In . the county jail charged with
burglary. Gregory is rated at $10,000
by the banks and owns valuable real

Phone

making any statement, but the conflicting stories told by her husband
wh
in the same
?"lhe,
house, directed suspicion toward the
pair.
j
j
Farmlngton Line Open Again.
The Denver & Rio Grande took an- other step in reconstructing its road
bed when the branch line to Farmlngton, San Juan county, was opened
for traffic after having been closed
for a period of forty-fou- r
days since
the big flood. The residents of Farmlngton congregated at the depot in
large numbers to witness the arrival
of the first train, and much relief was
expressed on all sides. The fall ship
ment of apples will be started imme
diately and will bo continued for
about two weeks. A report has reached the city that the Rio Grande South
ern would not rebuild Its line between Telluride and Rico, but it was
stated that as soon as the roadbed between Rico and Dolores was repaired
trains would be run from Rico to Den-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Mrs. Maria, Gurule

Deported.

r
United States Marshal C. M.
went to Estancia Sunday even- ine in his auto, coming over front
Albuquerque to get Doe Sal Doe, who
oaa ueen m luv vuumy jaii, mamus
the time of deportation, since the
term of the federal court at Santa Fe
last September, when he was found
to not have the necessary papers to
remain in Uncle Sam's land. Doe Sal
Doe is a native of China, and) was arrested on the Santa Fe train at Wil-lar-d
last May, charged with being illegally in the United States.

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
ED WITH A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND
SPOONS FOR
HE TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.

case will be a test, of the validity of
the statute as applying to that election which It is contended was not a
general election.

transgression
the tailors, and stealing a large as- covering the closing of retail liquor
sortment of clothing valued at $75, Al- houses
FOR
on general election days. This KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
fred H. King was arrested at Las
HUBB'S
LAUNDRY.
Vegas by Chief of Police Ben Coles
Phono us, we will be glad to call far
and brought before the grand Jury.
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
CHICHESTER
yeur laundry on Mondays and TuesBRAND.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
a days and
Outlaw lg Escaped Convict.
deliver on Thursdays and
lwIImI Auk
Vranht for A
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
IMIli In Red nd U.M nietallkW
Fridays.
The outlaw captured by Constable
boxes, Kiled with Blue RibtJOII. V
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Carl Gordon near Carlsbad,
T.k. n other. Bar afrar V
Eddy
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
Drnnlat. ArtfotCln.CinC8.TEBS
COMPANY
Salci-do,
to
be Juan
an
mended and buttons sewed an
DIAMOND IIBAND PILLS, for IS
county, has proven
yean knows u Best .S fast. Always Kellibla
re ordering in car-lo-ad
an escaped convict who was sent
your shirts witheut extra charge.
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
up from Eddy county several years
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
ago for attempted murder. He says
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
the man that escaped the night of the
and Arizona purchasers.
WOOD'YS HACK LINE
fight was also an escaped convict

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

111

IS

claim.
Better drop in and talk it over with
us anyhow. Capital City Pharmacy.

For-ake-

AND

-

VCQ

No remedy that we have ever sold
for Eczema, Psoriasis and all other
diseases of the skin has given more
thorough satisfaction than the D. D. D.
Prescription for Eczema.
A 25c trial bottle can be secured at
once.
Our patrons find that D. D. D. not
only gives instant relief of the itching,
burning skin, quickly driving out all
the disease germs, but it is also the
most delightful wash for the complexion they ever used. Absolutely harmless and pleasant to use, D. D. D.
cleanses the skin of all minor impurities, euch as rashes and pimples, over
n!ght, and leaves the skin clear and
smooth as that of a child.
It is now generally known that there
is nothing that can equal D. D. D. as
a household remedy for all skin troubles, no matter what they are.
are so fully conWe, ourselves,
vinced of the merits of this wonderful remedy that we will charge you
nothing if the first full size bottle of
D D. D. does not make good every

z

PURCHASES.

The Delicatessen Store

Phone,

When I was just a little chap,
As soon as it was night
I'd climb up into mother's lap
And she would hold me tight,
And tell of fairies, giants, and
Of warriors brave and bold
And ne'er have tales seemed half so

Police Cases at Albuquerque.
Ben Doe, arrested In the lower
yards at Albuquerque was sent to the
county jail for a ten day sentence on
the charge of vagrancy by Justice of
the Peace George R. Craig. Doe says
this is his real name. Judge Craig
gave Miguel Berdusco a ten day or

Tale after tale she'd tell and then,

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.
TICKETS
REGISTER

GIVE

flAA TfTSS a

i tl.

how,

To satisfy the mind.
I wish some one would tell a few
Like those we loved of old;
The ones we used to think were true
The stories mother told.

grand

WINTER
WE

spider from his mouth It bit him ECZEMA
REMEDY ALSO WASHES
a barrel. Before he could expel the
The dear,
twice, once on the tongue and the
kind;
PIMPLES AWAY
These modern tales don't seem, some' second time on the roof of his mouth.
FAIRY TALES.
You never hear good stories now.

As those

And All Kinds of Vegetables.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1911.

85

:

yard.

.Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD C A I C

Improved and aninproTed City Property, Orckuds
and RMti.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit aad
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnqae at a Barjaln.'

rUil

OitLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

'

F. M. JONES.

103V'Ci"

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone 9

CHA5. CLOSSON

Wbei hi Need of AnytMif
ii foe UVEIY LINE
Driven FwoislietL
Doa

deeper Ave.
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A MAIL. CARRIER'S LOAD.
solutely unique in the history of
as ever."
Some of Its highly in- Seems heavier when he has a weak
expositions.
For sale by all druggists,
teresting features have been told to back and kidney trouble. FredDuh- -i
the public already, but the fertile ren, Mail Carrier, at Atchison, Kan,' Have you Hurnisheer Rooms to Rent?
minds of Director-Genera- l
Collier and hays: "I have been bothered with
a little campaign Want advertising
the other gentlemen managing its af- kidney and bladder trouble and had in the New Mexican will keep the in-- a
severe pain across my back. When- - come from your furnished rooms from
fairs are daily working on the plans
to make it the most Interesting expo- - ever I carried a heavy load of mail lapsine. The classified columns are
Some always looked up closely and It will
kidney trouble Increased.
Not Much in the Legislative siton ever held anywhere In the world. my
time ago, I started taking Foley pay you well to use them.
What Will Congress Do?
Line Is Expected from
Opinions as to the net results of the Kidney Pills and, since taking them
session of Congress vary not I have gotten entirely rid of ail my Try a New Mexican Want Ad, It
coming
Congress
a little. Some of the statesmen al- kidney trouble and am as sound now brings results.
ready in Washington believe that ConTHE PAN -- AMERICAN
UNION gress will pass practically no legislation. Others are just as certain that
it will delve deeply into tariff legislaJS
is not very probable that Conyowr orders delivered.
It Occupies a Magnificent Build- tion. Itwill
transact very much busigress
ing in Washington, the
ness, as both parties will probably
feel disposed to go ahead with much
Capital City.
caution on the eve of a big political
Washington, D. C, Nov. 23. That campaign, in order to make as few
soda, ikon
another session of Congress Is almost mistakes as possible. The currency
:
:
.
fizz,
here is brought home to us by the.ar- - will receive a good deal of attention.
rival of Senators and Representatives and an effort will be made to adopt the
Aldrich plan for a central bank. The
daily, to get settled for the winter,
Democrats are disposed to abolish the
EWY KtJfX
to
to
of
various
matters
attend
and
fjUfU Ff KTTIIS5
Commerce Court, which they accuse
interest to their constituents.
With the president and his cabinet of being too strongly biased in favor
hack from their summer wanderings, of the transportation interests. They
declare unequivocally that they have
things have taken on a lively aspect
around the White House. The presi "got its goat," as the sporting editors
dent is reported to be hard at work say. The advocates of waterway im
RemovHorse
on his message to Congress, and it is provement will try to have a definite
the
and
policy
trust
busters
adopted,
New
Mexico.
His
understood that the secretary of the
Interior is acting as his chief adviser are due for a lot of
I am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
on this matter. That Mr. Fisher is a talk.
la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
Rapids,
Economy the Slogan.
conservationist, and that he spent
30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
shipping
Wherever
the
some time in Alaska last summer,
industrious legislator
1912,
being
my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
turns
at the coming session, he is
seem to be grounds for the belief that
who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
all
stockmen
he will make some radical recom- likely to run Into the slogan of econoI can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
Mares.
in
my
national
will
which
the
expenditures. Army
mendations,
president
and navy yards are to be abol- - and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
adopt, for the disposal of public lands, ;posts
i.
i
If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
.i
including "natural resources," in the isircuj uy copsonaation, and the ap- write me.
W. DeCLOW,
United States and- also in the Terri propriations for new public buildings,
for waterways, for the conduct of the Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
tory of Alaska.
I have
business, and for everythine
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
Congressman Needham of Califor- i public
i
I can
ship jacks from Cedar Rapnia, was one of the first of the far clse connected with the government jacks at lower rates than ever before.
aown as close a; pos- - ids, la., to Albuquerque, N. M for $55 each, to Phoenix, Arix., for $104
lu UB
western members to put in aa ap- "' iy ior economy nas even each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
pearance. He has been watching the
progress of the Investigation by the Prevented the consideration In the
Remsen Referee Board of the use of Army Appropriation Bill of any ex
sulphur in curing ft jit, in which his Pnditure for the fortifying of Los An- constituents are much interested, as eels Hartor, for which land has been
they claim it Is possible to cure fruit oousni ana wmcn is the only Importproperly without making use of the ant strategic point on the Pacific
sulphur process. He is also prepared coast not already provided with de
to make a hard fight to keep the tariff fenses. The president is determined
on agricultural products unimpaired to keep up the progiamme of econ
He claims that without the reasonable omy, and the Democrats will have to
tariff now existing on the products of get pretty busy, the president's adCalifornia fields and orchards, the visors think, if they succeed in show
peope of his state would suffer irre ing greater solicitude for the public
than the administration does.
parable loss. Congressman Needham purse
IhmtmiIwci by Purchsslnf Walls
flAflAV
is also interested in the resolution But this is all very distressing to the
JHvUWJ
Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Farfa
congressmen who are
granting official recognition of the
Fereigsj Money Orders
San Diego Exposition. At the special anxious to help their districts with
session last summer he helped to se- the aid of public funds.
and all Foreip
A Great Institution.
cure the passage of this resolution
II. S.t Canada, Mexico
The
in the House. It is now before the
Ceuatries
TMtftwt
Union, which oc
Senate and hau excellent prospects of cupies a magnificent building In this
being passed. The bill authorizes and city, built with fundi donated by AnREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
requests the president to invite the na drew Carnegie, is a very useful institions of Mexico, Central and South tution and under able management it
America to make exhibits at the Pan is accomplishing much In the way of
International Exposi promoting friendship, amity, and intion at San Diego in 1915. There is tercourse between this country and
believed to be no oppositon to the Spanish America. Former Secretary
ot State Elihu Root and his succes
passage of this bill in the Senate.
TO-MORROsor, Hon. Philander C. Knox, have
Expositions Cooperating.
wise and active support to this
Director-Genera- l
D. C. Collier,
of given
institution,
which, under the direction
the San Diego Expositon, will be in of Hon.
John Barret, as the onl into
this
winter
again
Washington
push
LAST
ARYEAR'S 8PELTER
CROP PROSPECTS IN
ternational official In Washington, has
P01I1ICS AND POLITICIANS
PRODUCTION BREAK8 RECORD. the passage of the resolution In the gained a proud eminence in world af
GENTINE RULE MARKET.
won
Senate. His industry and tact
fairs.
The
Union is
Five Long Years.
United States Geological Survey Is him many friends last spring, and friendly to the San
Wheat Prices Varied and Longs UnDiego Exposition,
Democrats
him
and
to
are
their
met
We
have
sues
the
give
prepared
on
they
CadZinc and
Report
loaded Corn Option Sales Made
and sent its Director-Generaat the
aid now. He is not apprehensive,
mium for 1910.
they well, they did us up. Walk in,
Oats Easy.
request of President Taft, to represent
I
Statistics collected by the United however, of meeting with any serious the latter at the
gentlemen, and take posession. Eat,
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tezuma Hotel.
J. M. C. Chaves, Jr., of Abiquia, ar
rived yesterday afternoon to be initi- ted into the Elks.
George H. Van Stone is in Santa Fe
from Estancia. He is manager of the
Hughes Mercantile Company.
Mrs. Jacobo Chaves, wife of the ter
ritorial insurance commissioner,
has
gone to Las Lunas to visit relatives.
Hale I. Lutz of Willard, Torrance
county, receiver of the Willard Drug
company, is in town on legal matters.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Terri
torial Mounted Police has returned
from a visit to Tucumcari and

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

A. S. Brookes

Vegas on a business trip.
Harry Franklin has returned from
Albuquerque where he visited friends.
O. P. Easterwood of Clayton, a well
known attorney, is at the Montezuma.
James H. Cunningham is In from
his ranch and is stopping at the Mon-
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Padgett, publisher of the Las
Vegas Optic, is expected to arrive in
Santa Fe this evening on a business
visit.
Mrs. E. X. Peden and baby returned from Santa Fe Sunday
night,
where she had been visiting. Estancia News.
Rev. Father Hartmann returned to
Santa Fe yesterday after having said
M. M.

La
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Rogers of Las Vegas, is at the gas.

Montezuma.
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PERSONAL MENTION

Fred H. Ayers, a lawyer from Estancia, is at the Montezuma Hotel.
Harry V. Kelly, member of the constitutional convention and a wholesale merchant, is here from Las Ve-
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Delegate in Congress, "William H.
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Andrews, arrived at midnight
Mexico City, Mex. Nov. 23. Jose
Albuquerque and registered at the
Pino Suarez was today invested with
Palace Hotel.
office of Vice President of the ReBryan Boru Dunne, city editor ot the
public
by the Chamber of . Deputies.
the New Mexican, left this forenoon
for Tierra Amarilla, expecting to re- Afterward he was received by President Madero, the Cabinet, and other
turn Monday evening.
Sheriff Meyer and Captain Fornoff officials.
Gomez, Reyes, Zapata Combine.
made a trip to the Salt Lakes and Luz
Mexico City, Nov. 23. Emilio
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cia News.
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aroma and
er assisting in tne revival services
V
at the First Methodist church last
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
color.
night. Rev. Shimer is a former Uni
an
well
known
dig
student
LACASSAGNE
PAUL
versity
here. Albuquerque Evening Herald.
305 San Francisco Street.
versity student and Is well known
JUST IN
Governor William C. McDonald, the
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL
first governor of the new state is exALMONDS
NUTS and
pected here today. A reception committee of prominent Democrats will
of meet and entertain him. The trip is
not of a political nature, being only
Famou
Aunt
one of business. Roswell Morning
News.
CARPENTERS
PANCAKE FLOUR
Probate Clerk George W. Armljo toAND CABINET MAKERS.
day received a letter from Sheriff
Charles C. Closson stating that Mrs.
Also
Maple Syrup Closson's health hag Improved. The
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
sheriff took her to Chicago fearing
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
that a severe surgical operation wag
life.
save
her
The
to
oper
necessary
KAUNE
H.
GO. ation was successfully performed last All Work Guaranteed.
Phcne, Red 115
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All in Great Abundance of Style and Material.

BUTT BROS. CO..

is as near the ideal as the best artists and
most expert workmen can make them, for
men and women.-
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Carriage & Automobile

JULIUS H. GERDES.
!
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HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES

i

P.

- SILVER NOVELTIES - r
in endless array
Gold and Silver Jewelry Boxes

,

NEW DESIGNS IN
Neck Chains and Pendants

uwuei,H. C. YONTZ,

perfect

SIGN PAINTING

'L

sST

Fu'

PICTURE FRAMING

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

!

ADOLPH
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Phone, 130 Red.

Just in, a Fresh Stock

J. P. Steed

& Son

Scudder's

S.

5

tt

s

REAL ESTATE
just
what you are
Our list includes
at
seeking

RIGHT PRICE AND TERMS.

We only ask an opportunity to verify the
above assertion.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

WE

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

IMfZ.JlRS.W.LINDHARDT)Iic.

Friday.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

CURRENT WE

WANITO SELL

A
--

.3

m
?
&
Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light
o
THE EYES.
and
are
display rooms are open for your
where
It. It saves on your
it
pay for,

Our
SAVES
you
by having right
light bill
using
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Pet away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

CO. tt

DRY GOODS

SEUGMAN

sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Jemima's

MULLIGAN & RISING,

II

'

1

K
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tt
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SAFE

That is the word
with us. The wearing apparel we sell

ft

SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT CORIPANY, VASHINGTOW STREET.
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Gave Up Hope

1st

Chad-bour-

Ulead Up)

1910

STATIONS

2
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Lv Dee Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dedman
OapullQ
Vigilr.

Thorn--

4 00
3 50
8 30
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25

n

Uunnlnl:mN.M
Ar

Koebler Junction
.Koehler

Lv
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1 30

Lv.,

Ollfton House N' M....
SPrestou
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Ilbolfak
Oerrososo
(Mmarroa

Lv
Ar
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...LV

10 15
9 32
8 55

9 05
8 20
8 02

....

.

7 45

am

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

,p m

M--

t.

4;38a. m.

J.

G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

F.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

For more than 50 years, Cardui has been relieving
woman's sufferings, and making weak women strong and
well. During this time, thousands' of women have written,
like Mrs. McPherson, to tell of the really surprising results
they obtained by the use of this purely vegetable, tonic
remedy for women.
Cardui strengthens, builds, restores, and relieves or prevents unnecessary pain and suffering from womanly troubles.
If you are a woman, begin taking Cardui, today.
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ASK FOR TICKETS

EDITORIAL

SHIP YOUR FRE1QHT

From Santa Fe
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ten, Arizona, Mexico and to th Pacific Coast, via MSW
MEXICO CENTRAL, to Torraaoa.
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WEST

Par rates aad full iofornatioa address

EUGENE FOX,

J
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Paso Texas.
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When Going

EAST

-

WEST

USE THE

SHORTEST LINE TO

MEXICAN

and Pueblo

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

each morning.
One day not long ago, a reporter
called upon a leading citizen and ask
ed him for an interview about our
schools.
The citizen was not in a
merry mood and this is what he said,

New Mexico Military

as the reporter remembers it:
"I don't give a darn about the
schools. You can print anything you

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
v Fourteen Offloers and Instructors,
ell graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
. and W. A. PINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
OOI

f"'

13-1-

stock experimented with was partly

Delaine but largely Ramboulllet. The
aim has been to develop a range
sheep of good size at least 150 pounds
want to in your paper and you can at maturity shearing a heavy fleece
say that I seen an article in another of combing wool and with enough conpaper that the schools ain't teachin' stitution to thrive under range conditions.
grammar proper no more."
The reporter retired from the office
Wintering Horses on Pasture.
with the grace for which newspaper
The custom of running horses out
and
or. pasture during the winter Is the
distinguished
reporters are
went to his office; this is what he common one on the range in most sec.
wrote:
tions of the south and to a certain
"Calling upon our esteemed fellow-citize- extent in the corn belt It is rare howMr. Blank, yesterday, a staff ever, in localities such as New Engreporter of this paper found Mr. land where the winters are cold. The
Blank so actively engaged in directing greatest obstacle to profitable animal
his large enterprises that he cour husbandry in New England is the neteously asked the reporter to excuse cessity to feed and shelter live stock
him from an extended interview during the long winter period. The
about our schools at this time. Mr. Department of Agriculture has found
Blank expressed1 the hope, however this a constantly increasing bill of
that our schools would continue to expense at the Morgan Horse Farm
prosper and that the teaching of gram- near Middlebury, Vt., and is devising
mar be given increased attention at means to reduce it to a minimum. In
1910, cheap barns costing $500 each
the hands of the instructors."
Don't blame the reporter if he were built in three pastures, each
changes the language of the inter- barn having a door in each end and
view. He is earnest he is honest and two having a door in one side, facing
he is noted for the fair treatment either south or east. Hay storage is
which he practices. The Daily
overhead, and grain storage at one
end. A hay manger runs along the
inside of the back wall and a grain
trough is outside. One or all of the
doors are open all the time and plenty
of bedding is provided.
Palace.
The yearling, fillies ana the brood
George W. Prichard, City.
mares were given these accommodaSolomon Luna, Los Lunas.
tions during the winter of 1910, the
T. D. Getzendamer, Carydon, Ind.
brood mares being brought up "to the
S. L. Prescott, Las Vegas.
William B. Douglass, Washington. main stables about three weeks before they were due to foal. The first
''.,;..-D. C. winter's trial- - was completely satisWilliam H. Andrews, Albuquerque.
factory. The horses had a bed which
Coronado.
was roomy, always dry, and free
S. P. Roberts, Hodges.
from draughts and were free to
D. M. Chaves, Abiquiu.
come and go as they wished. No
John T. Kelly, Willard.
colds or coughs were observed. The
J. W. Hendrick, Stanley. horses were undoubtedly better for
E. P. Hohler, Albuquerque.
their winter's outing: The cost of
;
Montezuma.
stabling was cut from $2 to $1 per
A. O. Taylor, Denver.
head per month, and the cost attendA. T. Rogers, Las Vegas.
ance from S3 to $1 per head; it is pos
J. R. Creath, Artesia.
sible still further to reduce the latter
James H. Cunningham, City.
charge by increasing the number of
E. P. Byrne San Francisco.
animals on the pastures. The horses
F. F. Jennings, Willard.
ate practically the same amount of
H. I. Lutz, Willard.
grain th'at they would have consumed
H.
Estancla.
Fred
Ayers,
in stable and somewhat more hay.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Carry, St. Louis.
During the coming winter, the foals
G. N. Morton, Farmington.
ot 1911 will run out, having an open
J. H. Lettow, El Paso
shed in an especially well sheltered
W. J. Wolley, Denver.
location. The barn for the brood
Josephine Lopez, Antonito, Colo.
mares has been enlarged and changed
Pablito Lopez, Antonio, Colo.
into an open
shed, facing
H. C. Drum, Albuquerque.
south and east. A
concrete
K.
B.
D.
Sellers, Albuquerque.
silo, has been built in conjunction
L. E. Cartwright Deming.
with this shed-- and silage and timo
C. W. Franklin, Lawton, Okla.
thy hay will make the ration of the
John T. Kelley, City.
brood mares during the winter.
Miss Ledigh, Cjty.
The leading stallion at the farm,
O. P. Easterwood, Clayton.
General Gates, has for a year been
H. W. Kelley, Las Vegas.
given the run of a tightly fenced pad
s
dock of about
F. H. Thompson, Los Angeles.
acre to
F. D. McCune, Denver,
which he has access f every day in
G. W. Peck, Denver.
winter and day end night during
G. C. Backus, Albuquerque.
spring, summer, and fall. In this
time he has never worn a blanket
W. H. Wilkins, New York City.
and has never been in better health
J. S. Hunter, Denver.
cr spirits, or more easily handled
B. W. Wenzel, Denver.
The Department's experience thus
Lea Smith, Vaughn.
far seems to. indicate that horses may
run out during the winter provided
they have a dry bed, sheltered from
storms and are given enough to eat,
and that the practice will result in a
considerable saving in cost of stab

B. P. Williams
Successor
have purchases? th entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLAM LIVIRY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any Wnd.o" a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give arempt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

Santa Fe, N.M

a
complete
whatever growth you desire.
Immediately after applying a little Danderine all dandruff will disappear, all itching
of the scalp will cease and there will be no
more loose or falling hair.
If you wish to double the beauty of your
hair in ten minutes surely try this moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and draw it
carefully through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few
moments your hair will be wavy, fluffy and
abundant and possess an incomparable softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health.
If you care for beautiful, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of Knowl-ton- 's
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter A real surprise awaits you.

'

Okla-homa-

?

Hotel Arrivals.

.

,

.
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100-to- n
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three-fourth-

The Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater, with its
drums enameled in turquoise, is an ornament to any
room, whether in the country or city home.
No home is quite complete without a Perfection Oil
Heater. It is a necessity in the fall and spring, when it is too
warm to start the regular heating apparatus, and too cool to be
without heat In the midst of winter it is often convenient as

MORGAN toLIVERY CO.

Re

al Wool Growers' Association convpn-tio- n
This
at Omaha, December
will be the first opportunity sheepmen have had to observe the progress
of the experiment in breeding at
Laramie, Wyoming. The foundation

An Innovation in Oil Heaters

Superintendent

AT 919 JAN FRANCISCO ST,

2--

'

JAB. W. WILLSON,

1X9

'
reporters, can testify.
In their rambllngs, reporters meet
aU kinds of people. They encounter
the citizen who has an innocent-looing interview which he wishes print
ed. It might not be proper to print
it and) the reporter is; per Be, a diplo
mat. He is loyal to his employes and
to the public. And generally he serves
them both with fidelity.
Among the many persons whom the
reporter interviews, some are unrea
sonable about the things which the
reporter prints. But it is a pleasure
to say that most men are not afraid
to trust the reporter to put the inter
view and the thoughts into print in a
printable sort of a way.
If the reporter printed his inter
views just as he receives them, the
office of the paper would be stormed
immediately after the paper is issued
:

TICKETS AND RERERVATiONS AT

NEW

Newspapers and Glory.
Roy' Stump, editor of the Port Arthur (La.) News, wishes it distinctly
understood that he is not running his
paper for glory. The printers don't
care to be paid off with any secondhand glory, he says; the paper houses
don't regard glory as collateral, nor
do they give any two per cent discount for glory in ten days; the press
service associations and telegraph
companies refuse all proffers of glory
in- exchange for their
services; we
cannot find even a local merchant who
will accept some slightly faded glery
at reduced rates in exchange for
We had some glory once
but couldn't realize on it, end after
putting it carefully away with campaper, startphor balls and moth-proo- f
ed out for the only recognized medium
of exchange. It takes spot cash to ran
a newspaper; it takes several small
cords of that sort of fuel every, week
to keep up a steam' pressure sufficient
to shove out an issue every evening.
The man who believes he can run a
newspaper on a net revenue of glory
and applause is due for a short and
perhaps personally satisfactory, but
financially disastrous, career unless
he happens to oe backed with a roll
big enough to choke a hippopotamus.
Publishers' Auxiliary.
The Humble Newspaper Reporter.
Newspaper reporters stroll among
our citizens each day. They don't
even stop at night, as some who
have been called out of bed at midnight to answer questions from the

k

V.

Denver, Colorado Springs

FLASHES
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Mid-Wint-

Write to: Ladies Advisory Dept. Chartinooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn
book. "Home Treatment for Women," sent fret J 49
lor Special Instructions, and

M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Afent,

Makes your hair grow long, heavy and
luxuriant and we can prove it

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
$60,000 PRIZE FOR FARMERS
Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Abundant After a
New Zealand Seeks to Improve
Danderine Hair Cleanse
Culture of Hemp on
Islands- Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers
It
of rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
to the roots, invigorates and
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson to goes right them.
Its exhilarating, stimuladay ordered 12 yearling sheep, bred strengthens
and
properties cause the
and owned by the Department of ting
hair to grow abundantly long, strong and
exhibited
be
to
at
the
beautiful. It at once imparts a sparkling
Agriculture,
International Live Stock Exposition brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair,
and
a few weeks .use will cause new hair to
to be held at Chicago, December
Use it every day
and at the National
Sheep sprout all over the scalp.which
Show in connection with the Nation- for a short time, after sufficienttwo or three
times week will be
to

Tne
Woman'sTonic

CTAKE

9 49.

(Oounects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Kr. train both North and South. IE
SStage for Van Houtei; v, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.Z
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for iSllzabetbtown, N. M., at 9:00 A. m, dally exoep
fifty pound baggage carried free.
trip;
nadsys. Fare fc uu one way 13.69
. for the south at 11 ;11 p. m. .arrives from
O.
S. train leaves Das Mclues, N
th

that

Department of Agriculture Is
Seeking to Reduce Cost
in New England

166

....Olifton House
Ar
Raton. N. M
I.Lv
Kalon.N.M

HORSES

FOR

"I suffered five years, with awful pains, due to womann,
ly troubles," writes Mrs M. D. McPherson, from
N. C. "They grew worse, till I would often faint
I could not walk at all, and I had an awful hurting in my
side ; also a headache and a backache.
I gava up and thought I would die, but my husband
urged me to try Cardui, so, I began, and the first bottle
helped me. By the time the third bottle was used, I could
do all my work. All the people around here said I would
die, but Cardui relieved me."

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Miles

19

NOVEMBER 23, 1911.

WINTER PASTURE

Company.

Railway

(Koad Ilowti)

4

THURSDAY

an auxiliary heater, as there are always some cold corners
in a house.
The enameled heater always presents a nice appearance, as the
enamel will not tarnish or bum off. It is not an "enamel paint,'' bat it
is the same at the enamel of your cooking utensil.
The Perfection it the most reliable and convenient portable heating
flame spreader prevents
device you can find. An automaticallr-kxJunthe wick high enough to smoke.
g

ling and attendance.
Secretary Wilson says that for 20
years a herd of horses has wintered
outdoors on his Iowa farm. He mits
tne norses in at one year old coming
to two. He built a shed for them
when he put them out at first, but
round they would not go into it no
matter how severe the weather was;
they preferred to go into a heavily
timbered ravine where they (tot all
the shelter they seemed to want. A
colt is never taken out until he is to
be sold or broken for work. The hair
of the animals grows long and thick
and protects them. .Unless the snow
is too deep horses paw the range
for the blue grass, of which there is
aiways abundance in the pasture. ' It
is well known that horses and sheep
will paw the snow to reach grasses.
wniie the bovine does not do this.
Rice Culture.

get rice from the United States.
New Zealand Offers Big Prize.
The Department of Agriculture has
received a message from Minister of
Agriculture Mackenzie of New Zealand
has an
stating his government
nounced an offer of a bonus of 12,000
pounds sterling for improved meth
ods to be used in connection with the
preparation and utilization of New
Zealand hemp.
Minister Mackenzie
requested Secretary Wilson to give the!
offer publicity as the circulation of
this information will be for the bene- -'
fit of American inventors and others'
in the United States. The , offer Is
open to applicants until November
30, 1013.- - The conditions of the offer
are "the extraction and- dressing ofi
fiber from the New Zealand hemp-- r
plant; the utilization of the
ducts obtained- during the processes,
of extraction of the fiber, on condi-- 1
tion that the machine or process in
regard to which the whole or any
part of the bonus is to be paid shall be
recommended by the New Zealand
Association and approv
ed by the government."
.
Minister Mackenzie has furnished
Secretary Wilson with a leaflet giving
full particulars on the subject
'

of Co. Commissioners
telegram, Aug. 4, 1911.

$926f.00
25

Flax-Miller- 's

Backache, Headache, Nervousness

and rheumatism, both in men and wo
men, mean kidney trouble. ' Do not al--'
low it to progress beyond the reach.
of medicine but stop it promptly with
Foley Kidney Pills.
They regulate
the action of the urinary organs. Tonic in action, quick in results.
For sale by all druggists.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

per cent of the above
amount now being due on
account of delivery of lumber for said bridges at near-

est railroad station. . . .... .$2316.25
State of Missouri,
County of Jackson. ss.
I, A. A. Trocon, do solemnly swear
that the within and before mentioned
account is a true and correct and
that the services have been rendered,
ajndi mateiriail furnished), as stated
and that no part thereof has been
paid.

-

by-pr-

by

.

(SignedX
A. A. TROCON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 28th day of September, 1911.
(SEAL)
"
.
LESLIE C. SPEER,
Notary Public in and for Jackson"
County, Mo.
In consideration of the . services
rendered as above stated under a certain contract of the County of Santa
Fe, in building bridges for the County of Santa Fe, and the articles furnished as above stated, the above and
foregoing account is hereby approved
and the Board of County Commissioners ot the County of Santa Fe,
hereby confesses and acknowledges itself indebted to the Midland Bridge
Company in the sum L of Twenty
Three Hundred Sixteen and
($2316.25) Dollars and the Treasurer
and
Collector of the County of Santa Fe is hereby ordered to
pay the said Midland Bridge Company the sum of money out of the
Special Bridge Fund, as the same
becomes available, together with in,

-

0

terest at the rate of. eight per cent
per annum from date until paid, and
Special Session.
The Board of County Commission also reasonable attorney's fees in
the holder hereof is compelled
ers met in special session with Hon. case
to resort to the courts to secure pay,
I. Sparks, chairman; and Alfredo
ment hereof after the 28th day of
commissioner, present; Geo. W.
September, 1911.
Armijo was in attendance as Clerk. THE BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISMr. George E. Cole, representative
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
of the Midland Bridge Company of
SANTA FE.
Kansas City, Mo., presented the first
I. SPARKS, Chairman.
partial estimate tor the construction Attest:
z
of Three (3) Bridges
in Santa Fe GEO. W.
ARMIJO, Clerk.
County, in the amount of Two Thous
(SEAL)
f
and, Three Hundred Sixteen and 25.
Approved as to form and legality.
100 ($2316.25) dollars.
E. C. ABBOTT,
The Board after due deliberation,
District Attorney.
the same was allowed. There being
no further business the Board ad Total amount of Bridge Fund
as created by Levy....... $11445.49
journed.
Amount of this estimate .... 2316.25
I. SPARKS,
Attest:
Chairman. Bal. in
... 9129.24
Bridge Fund
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
The County of Santa Fe to the Mid
COUGHING AT NIGHTT
land Bridge Company, Dr.
Means loss of sleep, which is bad for
Estimate No. One.
everyone.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Contract Price for building
Compound stops the cough at once
three bridges per contract
dated July 1, 1911 ........ $7750.00 relieves the tickling and dryness In
the throat and heals the Inflamed
Extras.
membranes. Prevents a cold developFor making Cerrillos Bride
20 ft. longer than originally
ing into bronchitis or pneumonia.
Refuse
Keep it always in the house.
contracted for and ' moved
up stream 200 yards. ..... 600.00 substitutes.
.', . '
For sale by all druggists.
For building steel abutment
on east side of Cerrillos
Chink is Fined $25.
bridge necessity for same "
having been caused by floods 165.00
"Fry" the email Chinaman who
works In one of the Roswell cafes In
(Both of these items ordered
the capacity of waiter, got too "flip"
by the Board of Co. Commissioners by telegraph, July
with a twelve year old American girl
'
31, 1911.)
and as a result was arrested ; and
For making Cerrillos bridge
fined $25 and costs in the police court
100 ft. span instead of 75 ft.
The charge was indecency to a girl
as originally ordered
.'. 750.00 and she alleged that he grossly inThis item ordered by Board
sulted her. The chink pleaded guilty.'
Santa Fe, N.

M., Nov. 21 1911.

-
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Welcome Words

to Women

,

Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
sex should write to Dr. Pierce and teoeiv fas the
advice of a physieiaa of over 4 yeses experieaes
a skilled and luooeuful specialist in the diseases
of women. Every letter of this sort has the most
careful consideration and is retarded as sacredly
confidential.Many sensitively modest women write
fully to Dr.. Pierce what they would shrink from
telling to their local physician. The local physician
is pretty sure to say that he cannot do anything
without "an examination." Dr. .Pierce holds that
these distasteful examinations are fenerally need- and that no woman, except in rare cases, should
Dr. Pleree's treatment wiH eare yon tUkt fa A

Reports to the Department of Asrt
culture. Secretary Wilson announces, "
slate that the acreage of rice in
andi Arkansas
Louisiana,
has Increased approximately 700.000 acres
in the past two years. Most . of the
farmers in this area as well as in
other areas which have been plant- ,
ed in rice for the first time in the
last few years, know1 but little regard
ing the preparation of the land for in
to thesa
ligation, the proper amount of water
to apply, and the best method ot ap
SsaTsHif
His " Favorite
m oKHuaaas, sosns of taesi the
plying it.
The United States Is erowinar nrae- It is the otnVsssdleine of its Uad that is the product of
tlcally the equivalent of all the rice
t
physieiaa. The only one food eaou'ii that Its SMketa rm W
it uses, some rice of special varieIstfredient oa its outside wrapper, there's ne sectee
I
jet
ttosw No eieoiiot and s Mbit israiiaj drags are fo-- ttatt. I
ties is being imported for Orientals in
the United State who prefer those
tV
sealers may o& yoe a ssmtitate.
Write to WmM'i TH
It
varieties. The islands ot the Carrib-It
frssiisst, USM, H.Y., - ke the sdvi
bean sea and the PbiHjat Islands
.
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Loneliness at the Seaside.
Inquirer, at Summer Resort Why
don't you associate with that lady?

Mrs. Gotham She lives in Harlem.
"Well, what is the matter with that

"And the tub sprung a leak."

"Horrors!"

"Then I woke up and pulled down
My bed was

the window.

e

PAN KEY,

Raggeden Torne Say, dat bay mare
Can't See Out.
made a quarter in 23 seconds.
"Do you know it's a fact that few
Dusty Rhodes Gee! an' I ain't
women are in the habit of looking
made a nlckql in tree days!

.;!

ahead?"
"I hadn't thought much about the
matter. How do you account for it?"
"Well, at the present time their
failure to look ahead may be due to
the kind of hats they are wearing."

burg, Illinois, and comes of French
Age 48 years.
He attended the public
ancestry.
Born at Harrisburg, Illinois. X
schools and a college in southern II
X
in
Livestock grower
Kansas. X
He married at an early age,
St
President of Independent & linois.
JJ his wife being a daughter of H. H.
Telephone Company.
Owner
X
of San
Cristoval X Harris; a prominent attorney of 111!
X Grant.
X nois. Pankey studied law in his
office but never eft
X
Rancher in New Mexico X father-in-law'-s
X since 1906.
X gaged in active practice.
In 1885, Pankey moved to a ranch
X
Member of Cattle Sanitary X
in eastern Kansas and became an ex
X Board.
X
Member
of Constitutional X tensive stock grower. He organized
X Convention.
- X an independent telephone company to
Married.
X
$g fight the Telephone Trust and made
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX a success of it so that he accumulated
a large fortune.
One of the leaders in the first
After Mr. Pankey became a resident
State Senate, and pledged to the elec- of New Mexico, Governor Curry aption of Thomas B. Catron to the Uni- pointed hint a member of the Cattla
ted States Senate, will be Benjamin Sanitary Board on which he is still
F. Pankey, who has become a
serving. He was elected to the Configure in the political life of stitutional Convention by the largest
tre Territory the past few years. Of majority given any candidate. He
stood for progressive measures in the
course, the entire Santa Fe
tioB will insist on Mr. Catron's elec- Convention and used his influence
tion to the Senate and will stand like within party lines toward drafting the
a stone wall in that purpose.
excellent document that was ratified
Mr. Pankey is a native of Harris by 18,000 and more majority.
JS

-

His Suffragette Wife.
"Does your wife insist on being allowed to vote?"
"Yes," replied Mr. Meekton. "She is
not content with having the last word
in a political argument. She must go
to the polls and put in a postscript"
Red Hen.

.........
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A Generous Man.
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His Confession.
Is too late," she
pleaded, "If you have ever done anything that you regret."
"Yes, there was one thing," he reluctantly admitted. "I once tried to
rescue a man who had rocked a

"Tel me, before it

"Here's the electric fan for your
private office, Mr. Stinjay. Where do
you want it?"
"Place It so that some of the breere
will go through the keyhole into the
next room. ' 1 like to make my clerks
as comfortable as I can."

MONEY AND METAL.
New YorK, Nov. 23. Call money,
8oeorro County.
2
prime paper,"
sliver,
:
Following is the. review of mining 56
IMP I '
Mexican dollars, 46
copthe
for
the
in
Mogollons
operations
per,
tin
12J513.00;
43.6544.00;
week ending last Wednesday;
lead, 4.354.40. Amalgamated, 64
Ernestine Mining Co.
Rosalind You mav kiss me on the
Great
sugar, 118; Atchison, 108
Even while Installing the new bat- Northern, 129; New York Central, forehead
Orlando And get a bang in the
teries, necessitating the hanging up 108
Northern Pacific, 120
of the old stamps to permit the new Reading, 153
Southern Pacific, month. Ohl no. But I must say I like
mortar block to set, this company 115
Union Pacific, 178; steel, 65; your cheek.
made the greatest monthly production steel, pfd., 109
in its history. The new ore body
Revised.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pease oorrldcre hot.
opened below the main tunnel is over
Nov. 23. Wheat DecemChicago,
Pease porridge cold;
20 feet wide and averages $40 per
95
'
Pease porridge In a can
May, 100
clean-uton. The last
in Oc- ber,Corn
No one knows how old.
64
64
December,
May,
tober yielded 10,465 Troy ounces of
65.
v
gold and silver bullion and 6 tons of
There Yet
Oats December, 47
May,
of
570
tons
high grade concentrates;
"Brink, you spend about half your
49
ore were milled during the week,
time tinkering with that motor boat
Pork January, 16.72
producing 50 sacks of concentrates in
What is there about It that's so atLard January, 9.35.
addition to the zinc box precipitates
tractive?"
8.52
Ribs
January,
E. Craig, the president of the com"The $760 I put into it, old chap."
Wool.
pany, is in camp inspecting the propNov. 23. Wool,
Louis,
St
Mo.,
erty and the new machinery
A Youngster's Logic. s
steady. Territory and western meditions.
Auntie Oh, Harry. I'm ashamnt nf
ums 1720c; fine medium 1618c;
Deadwood Mines. .
you playing cricket today. Don't vou
fine
The third level west has opened InSt. Louis, Mo., Nov. 23. Lead firm, know it's the day of rest?
to good ore. The mill continues its 4.27
Harry Yea. Auntie, but I'm nnt
spelter higher, 6.70.
tired. Black and White.
regular production, of bullion and con3--

1--

Reminded.
"My! But it's fearfully hot."
"That's the first time I've heard you
complain today."
"Well, I didn't feel so warm until I
man mopping his
saw a
bald-heade- d

cranium."
There's a Reason.
"Why," "writes one of those pro-pounders of unanswerable questions,
"does a girl always shut her eyes when
a man kisses her?"
Send us your photograph, and per
haps we can tell you the reason.

p

--

3--

',

"Why, yes, of course."

MARKETKEPORT

AND MIMN6

'j

"That's a pretty good Idea of the
French playwright who is willing to
fight everybody who criticises him. I'd
like to see our American playwrights
imitate him."
"But some of them might be killed."

well-know- n

!1ES

I

Plenty.
He kissed hla little wife
Twice a day.
The postman did the same,
Bo they say.

No Objection.

HI8 PREFERENCE.

I

WAN TS

Advertising

TTaMcsrn?
THE VALUE

Fraternal Societies!

FOR REN'T Eight room house,
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M.

7-- 8

NATURALLY.

7--

1

113
.

Kin-sell-

FOR SALE New upright Hall
Sons" piano; mahogany, Cheap,
OF ADVERTISING Grant ave.

of each month at
Masonic Hall a

ll15c.

.

Mogollon Gold eV Copper Co,
Both the old Cooney mine and the
Little Charlie are producing a good
grade ore. Smelter shipments are

ing made from the former while ten
tons per day are being treated in the
Deadwood mill from the latter.
The Oaka Company. ...''
The new working shaft on the Pacific has been sunk 18 feet in ore.
Work continues on the main tunnel.
8ocorro Mines, j
The first delivery of crude oil for
the De La Vergne engines was made
'this week. Erection of the new pow
r house Is progressing rapidly.
Iron. Group.
A good ore body has been opened

up 'in the

80-f-

t,

shaft.

Wife Drank While
.'

Husband
Himself.

Killed

.

Discouraged because of his Inability
employment, Clarence Fren-- Pueblo, Colo., swallowed flf
teen bichloride of mercury tablet in
an effort to end us Hie. As
chine was lying unconscious on a bed
In a cheap lodging house, his wife,
: Mrs. Lillian Frenchtlle,
was drinking
- In another room. The mau'rwite and
were--her tw$ tnio
fcpl4 for invest!
- Tested atui st'Hj r.Piiut
.

to secure
cnille, at

ma

turfn

. gallon.
MM
'

tat

temntlnt
Rose, I

V,p

e
ucMo swib.
ante jurn i "- - a.
fWruefio

woald-b-

W! loving
JU

die'

fow.

Its Kind.
"The
business ought
$4.509.00; Texas steers, 4.005.75;
western osteers, $4.407.30; stockers never to oe auu."
"Why not 7"
and feeders, $2.90 5. 65; cows and
"Because the goods it deals is are
heifers, 1.805.80;
calves, S5.60
always going up."
..
8.25.
Hogs Receipts,-- 28,000.
Market
strong to weak. Light $5.707.35:
"I wonder if the Moroccans ar wn
mixed, $6.0006.55; heavy, I6.006.56;
over the country's possible par
rougn, sti.ou3j.25; v good to choice. tied
tltion.
neavy, S6.25655; pigs, $4.255.60;
. "Shouldn't
wonder if they were feel'
duik oi sales, 6.206.50.
a good deal cut up." ing
Market
Sheep Receipts, 18,000.
steady to strong.
Native, $2.25
' Triumph of Reason. :
3.70; western,: $2.403.75; yearlings,
Damocles saw the sword suspended
3.654.50; lambs, native, 13.500
by the hair.
5.50; western, $3Ji05.50.
"Since it can't cut the hair, I Judg
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 23. C!attte
your wife has been sharpening net
Receipts, 2,000 including 200 south
ne remaraea to the king.
erns. Market steady. Native steers, pencil,
?5.258.75; southern steers, $4.00
Absolutely Nothlna.
6.00; southern cows and heifers, $3.00 - She No, I know '
nothing about
94.25; native cows and heifers, $3.75
golf; I dont even' know which end
6. 76; stockers and feeders, $3:60
OE we caaaie you wm.
5.60; bulls, $3.254.75; calves, $3.60
'
Smart Youth. :.-:-7.00; weatern steers, $4.00 6.75;
"Tommv. what did von da with th
western cow, $3.005.00.
pennies I gave you- for taking your
ipu
10.00.
Market medicine
r
steady to strong. Balk of sales, $5.80
"T hmirht a bun with on of ham
6.50; ; heavy, $6.4B6.55; ' packers ma, and I gave Jimmy the other to
and Iwi'chm, Wfursro,
'.t, $6.60 orow us meuicine ror nie. oisrsns.
-
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Becauae an advertisement la
X pretty la no reason why It X
O should get business; most fel- X Iowa flirt with the pretty girls X
6 and then marry good eookt. 5
X "Rusty Mike's Diary."
S

J.

1--

4

1--

M. DIAZ,

,

Frame Ada Carefully.
The advertisement a man puts forth
umpire, they is
really his messenger and advance
lay, is a good Judge of strikes. an ambassador, If not a full
Second Rooter He used to be a agent
from his store. Nothplenipotentiary
walking delegate."
ing that It say should vary a frac
tion of a hair's breadth from the
The Trouble.
truth; and it should rather under
, Jack and JU1 went up the hill .
state than attempt to exaggerate in
To get a pall of water.
the story it tells.
Their mother cried as It she spied,
The manner of It (Its tone and temt "Oh, ain't It muddy sorterr
per and style) will bo among the
things to look after and make attracNot Bad for Punch.
tive. It must not be rudely imperadance
a
at
late
Beavy-goe- f
(at
the
least Idea what tive; It must not scold; It ought not
hour) Haven't
to decry the rival shops that also
the time is, have you?
have their announcements out nor
Long Suffering Partner (seising her should ft be verbose and otherwise
Just
waits
Oh,
ordinary
opportunity)
careless and Infelicitous In its style.
time. Punch.
Paradoxical Pleasure.
In the Fashion.
"This thing of going to see baseball
"Mrs, Flutter Is so sensational in
games is a sort of twist, isn't
everything. She makes oven an affect'
"In what way?"
;
ing ahow of grief."
"You're right quite a moving pic
"Why, folks take outings la order
tO H
ture."'

First Rooter

That

-

:

.
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.
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W. M. SHERIDAN, N.

D

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Of" e at Santa Fe, N. M.

November IS, 1911...
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
THE WA55ERMAN & NOOUCH' Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on Octo
ber 18, 1911, made homestead 10134,
TESTS. SALVARSAN 606"
No 07888, for SiS
section 35, townADMINISTERED.
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
Chemical and Microscopical Ex has filed notice of Intention to make
proof, to establish claim
aminationsof blood.sputum, urine final five-yeand gastric contents. . Directions to the land above described, before
for collecting specimens given or Register or Receiver U. S. Land Of
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
application.
day ot December, 1911.
State Nat Bank Bid, Albuquerque N M
Claimant names as witness:
Eulogio Sandoval, George Latbrop,
Filiberto Martinet, Francisco SandoDR. W. HUME BROWN,
val, all ot Lamy, N. M.
Dentist
MANUEL OTERO,
Over Spits's Jewelry Store,
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Register.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to S p. m. LET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.
' And by Appointment
A good live advertisement In the
want column ot the New Mexican will
8TANDLEY G. 8MALL, M. O.
ttnt any property that is rentable,
Physician and Burgeon.
but you must let
Office and Residence Washington that yoa have got
there la always some one that wants
Ave. next door to Public Library.
them know
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
Phone Black 47.
FCI G0VEINMENT POSITIONS.
Free booklet tells about 160,000
Let Him Know It
you are sot ol
a position, you must let the employer protested positions In U. S. Civil eer
Mors than 4000 vacancies
know It A want advertisement nt the vice.
lifetime
New Mexican will reach every seal-- every yesr,
employment,
mtlite
nose and professional man la the lty Easy to get Just ask for
c
Him atsnlna l" 31
and county aat a great many la the t. tuutiriatL
yoa have any spoeUI ta Ivies School, AlbuqusfSiae,
territory,

Told Him Why.
The Business Manner.
Market
The Kino. , ,
Mr. Nioefello (cautiously) Why are
"Was Jimson angry or collected In
ambs,
"Dont take that fellow m row foot- - manner
when bis creditors judated on you so cold and distant?
Ura and year. ban teasL He's a chroois
Sweet Otrl (quietly) The sofa is
6g0 ewes,
what we want is A gmri kJek his paying up?"
"Ho wasat coUectof, bat the debt too heavy for mo to move ap to youi
"I
.
eat.
chair. New..Yor Weekly. .

Wtrtnvtwsi if''

Santa Fe Chapter Ne,
Regular
convocation second

1, R. A. M.

Monday of each month
on Paragon
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
JOHN II. WALKER,
Writers in government employ. Can
Price
be learned without a teacher.
H. P.
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box ARTHUR SEUGMA:, Secretary.
(3t)
313, City.
mrPh,t Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
TYPEWRITERS.
conclave fourth MonCleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
tflAV In pjtrh mnnth a
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
Masonic Hall at 7:S
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
p. m.
a"t rented. Standard makes handled
sort of person.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
All repair work and typewrites guar
But a man in need of work and de- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter & W. E. GRIFFIN, kecorder.
termined to get It. probably not In change. Phone 231.
the best of physical condition, short
Santa Fe XiOdge ef
of clothes and without knowledge as
Perfection No. 1, 14th
to where he is to get his next meal,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
can walk 3,000 miles, can undergo all
CTtl' cepted Scottish Rite of
sorts of hardships and
Free Masonry meets on
and be would not even be given credthe third Monday of each month
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
it for having done anything out of the
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
ordinary.
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plasa.
A. F. WALTER
PAUL
Aside from other features of the
Visiting Fcotlsh Rite Masons are cor.
Attorney-at-Lacomparison, it all goes to show what 8&nta
New Mexico dually invited to attend.
Fe,
advertising will do in any branch of
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
human existence or endeavor.
Venerable Master.
HOLT
& SUTHERLAND
When the athlete starts out on his
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 38
Attorneys-at-Lalong tramp he is advertised far and
Secretary.
Practice in the DIstri t Court as
wide and the eyes of the country are
directed toward him. If he falls to well as before the Supreme Court ot
B. P. O. E.
complete his Journey he is soon for- the territory.
fianta Fe Lodge No.
New Mexico.
gotten, but if he succeeds, he is a he- Las Cruce8,
460, B. P. O. E. holda
ro.
its regular session on
C. W. G. WARD
But in the case of the other man.
the second and fourth
Territorial District Attorn y
he is not advertised and nothing is
Wednesday of each
heard of him from one end of the For San Miguel and Mora Counties
month. Visiting brothNew Mexico.
Journey to the other, so It does not Us Vegas,
ers are invited and
matter whether he fails or succeeds.
E. C. ABBOTT
welcome.
And the same condition applies in
Attorney-at-LaCARL A. BISHOP.
other walks of life. The man who is
Practice m the District and flu- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
wide awake, who directs attention to
careful
and
creme Courts.
Prompt
Secretary.
himself by advertising, by not only
attention given to all business.
blowing his own horn but having oth- Banta
New Mexico
Fe.
F. W. FARMER
ers blow loud blasts on It occasionHomestead No.
ally Is more certain than is the man
PRICHARD
W.
G.
2879.
who starts out without a blare of
Attorney and Cosnanltor at Law
Brotherhood ef
trumpets or without an attempt to atPractice in aU the District Court'
tract and keep the attention of the
American Yeomen
and gives special attetitivn to cases
Meets
Secon
public.
and Fourth Tburs
Recently a New York fireman set before the Territorial Supreme Court
out from the Atlantic coast city to Office: Leughlln Blk, Santa Fe N. M
days, Fireman's
walk to this coast. He was a trained
Hall. H. Foreman,
MOULTON
D.
HARRY
athlete and made the trip in good
A. E. P. Robinson,
time and got a whole lot of notoriety
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
and considerable money out of the
Farmer.
Attorney-at-Latrip. He was advertised far and near.
And recently a tailor, whose home
Santa Fe Camp
was in Poland, received word that
13514, M. W. A.
. Santa Fe, N. M.
employment awaited him at the hands
ineets second Tuesof an old friend In Redwood City, Cal.
Formerly Special Agent O. L. O.
day each month, so
The tailor left Poland, without knowl Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
clal meeting tLiri
to
the length or breadth of
edge as
at Elks
Tuesday
the United States and arjlved in New Chaa. F. Eastey.
Chae. R. Eaaley
Halt
Vlsting
nelgs,
York city four months ago.
When
EA8LEY & EASLEY.
bors welcome.
told that he had yet to cross the conLaw.
Attorneya at
A. O. WHITTIER, CoasuL
tinent, he plucklly set out to walk the
Practice in the courts and before CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
distance, being without funds to pay Land Department
bis fare.
,
Land grants and titles examined.
He made the trip' from New York Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Betas- Santa Fe Camp Ne
6673, R. N. A. meets
city to Oakland In three months and
cia, N. U.
two weeks, doing odd Jobs en route
fourth Tuesday, of
to pay bis expenses.
each month; so
McKEAN A CHEETHAM,
clal meeting third
Upon reaching Redwood City he
Attorneya-at-Lawas at once employed.
Tuesday at Elks'
Practice in ell the Courts and Be
HalL
The accomplishment of the needy fore the Interior
Department
tailor, comments the Oakland, Cal.,
neighbors welcome
New Mexico.
Taos,
NETTIE VICKROY,
Enquirer, is more worthy of notice
than is that of the athletic fireman.
Oracle,
H. L. ORTIZ,
But the tailor's long tramp was not
FLORENCE RISING,
and counseitor-at-LaAttorney
advertised.
Recorder.
Practicing before all the courts is
For that reason he has failed to atTerritory-Santa
tract much attention and but little ap- the
Notice for Publication.
New Mexico
Fe
f
plause for his exhibition of endurDepartment of the Interior,
ance and determination.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M.,
PROBERT A COMPANY
October 24, 191L
Investments
Notice Is hereby given that Cres
Newspaper Ads Will Sell Land.
Latds, Mines, Bonds A Stocki.
"To get results that are lasting
cendo Rolbai, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Money Loaned Tor investors
and publicity that warms up the situSept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886,
We have for sale general stocks of No. 07754. for NW
ation in the real estate business in alSW 4 Sec. 2
most any locality, newspapers are the Merchandise. Retail Lumber Yard and E
ana SW 4 SE
SE
best; a liberal use of the classified and other Business Opportunities Section 3. Township 16 N, Range 13
pages and sufficient use of the display throughout Taos county.
E Meridian, has filed notice of intento keep the firm out of the 'piker class'
Bank References Furnished.
tion to make Final five year Proof, to
and give dignity to the smaller ads Taos,
New Mexico. establish claim to the land above desgems to cover the field and prove the
cribed, before Register or Receiver U.
best investment Other schemes that
S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
seem
offered
are
may
and look rosy,
the 6th day of December, 1911.
but they seldom reach the public
Claimant names as witnesses:
when it is In a frame of mind to be
GASPAR
RESIDENCE, DON
Plutarco Armijo, Viriglnio Qulntana,
impressed with Importance of investAVE
Perfecto
Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
In
or
eshomes
in
real
ing
speculative
Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
and
Red
6
21
tate." This Is the conclusion advanced
Phone,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
by H. B. Van Sickle, publicity expert OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Register.
and advertising manager for a large
Phone, 220 Black
real estate firm in Toledo.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M
Provided an athlete, trained to the
minute, fitted out with the best money
can buy in the shape of specially prepared shoes, walking sticks,
and comfortable clothing and refreshments, walks across the continent In anything like reasonable time,
he Is given wide publicity, is wined
and dined and is proclaimed a being
of great
determination
endurance,
and
a

6

-

4

Master
Secretary.

-

'.'''

Chicago, 111., Nov. 23. Cattle Re-- oeipts, 7,000. Market steady. Beeves

H. H. DORMAN,
CHAS. E. LIXXEx.

1--

centrates.

7.30.

&
10C

FOR SALE 1000 one and
Case of the Trained Athlete and the
Shropshire Rams, all A. No. 1
Poor Foreigner That Illustrates
stock. C. E. Hartley.
Power of Publicity.

DR.

1--

Livestock

MASON 3.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, K. F. & A. M.
Regular commu&lt
cation first Monday

...

Independence of Mother-ln-La"Well, Binkaey," said Jiggers, genially, "did you celebrate the Fourth
of July in fitting manner?"
"You bet I did," said 'Binksey, with
a swelling chest.
"What did you do?" asked Jiggers.
"I read the Declaration of Independence to my mother-in-law,- "
said Binksey.
"Phee-ew!- "
whistled Jiggers. "You
are a brave man, aren't you?"
"Oh, not so very," said Binksey. "I
did it over the
wire."
Harper's Weekly.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

T

ea-

gerly watching the superintendent Illustrate the lesson on the board.
The superintendent drew the path
to heaven one straight
line and
started the figure of a man on it
Gradually the man became larger and
larger; and finally when he arrived at
the gate of heaven he could not get in.
The superintendent turned to his
small audience and in a tragical and
sorrowful tone saidr
"You see, he is so puffed up with sin
that he cannot enter in."
"Try him sideways, mister try him
sideways," came the small, shrill voice
from the Infants' department

"Oh!"

Senator from Santa Fe County.

PAGE 8EVEN

I

bis drat Sunday school, and

Hence the Dampness.
"I had a frightful nightmare last other lady?"
"Horrors! She lives in Brooklyn."
night"
"But you don't associate with the
"Tell me about It."
"I dreamed that I owned a private lady behind her, either, and she lives
on Fifth avenue."
yacht, and started out to sail around
"She won't associate with me."
the world."
New York Weekly.
"That's not so bad."
"But in a twinkling the yacht beHARD LUCK.
came a tub."
-

I

.

sat in the infants' department,
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

ess' FLOUR
every Bakirvg Problem.

It's

Firer,-Whit- er

Urviforrrv
ard MoreLARABEES

Made by

Famous
9

GERMAN

PROCESS.

SILVERWARE'

ROGERS

A

COUPON IN EVERY.

SACK J

F. ANDREWS,

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Phone No. 4.
WE RECOMMEND TO

mi

YOU

THE

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD
have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
W
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."
r

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

repair-departme-

nt

it.

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

FE, N.

c
ra
CD

o

73
73

m

z

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

5ANTA

3

O

JUST RECEIVED

Second-Han-

M.

THURSDAY,

of Miss Mabel Rarey, of that city, and the time of his death a little over 62
Will P. Brady of Pecos, at present dis- - years of age. He came to the United
trict attorney for that part of Texas. Slates in 1881, going direct to Denver,
They will be married at St. Nicholas Colo.', where he spent two years. He
church, Carlsbad, November 30.
jcame to Silver City in 1883 and was
The Calendars Were Wrong Most employed for two years as mill man in.
X
tue old Bremen mill. Leaving Silver
Si of the calendars marked today in red
as
City later he spent some years at the
the
but
letters
day,
Thanksgiving
Jt

' The conditions are 133 pounds at
3 o'clock," said Jones.
"Wolgast is
offered a lump
for his end."
Jones, however, declined to say how
much the "lump sum" was.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 23. Tom

NOVEMBER 23, 1911.

Santa Fe, N. M, Nov. 23.
The weather for New Mexico
Such Is Fame A letter addressed X is fair tonight and colder. Fri- Si
by the Herald to a recent governor o X day fair and not so cold.
New Mexico, a man whose name is
familiar to every El Pasoan, was reLeave Orders lor Special Christmas
turned by the Aibuou:rqug postoflice
as unclaimed,
addressee unknown. Holiday Goods at Goebels Now.
The Attention of Stockmen is called
Such is fame. El Paso Herald.
to the new advertisement of W. L. De- Clow In today's Issue.
Try Fischer's Hot Chocolate. It's
Rexall quality and better than others.
E92 Delinquent Tax List The delinquent tax list for 1910 is in type and
will be published next week.
If you want a nice home raised
turkey for 'THANKSGIVING,' phone

calendar makers last year did not con- - Black Hawk mining camp which was
suit with President Taft and Govern- - at that time one of the big producers
or Mills who have declared next of this section of the country. In
Thursday, the last day of the month, 1S91 he bought the Pinoa Altos stage
line and for fourteen years drove the
a3 Thanksgiving day.
stage himself, making his home at
Woman Accused of Shoplifting
Altos during most of that time.
Josefa Esparsa was arrested by Po- Pinog
In 1905
liceman Leon Goemoets at El Paso, retired he sold his stage business and
from active life.
and two of Esparsa's alleged companions, Jesus Rodriguez and Raphael
For the next 30 days all dressmakPHONE 92
Martinez, are also being held at the
at Teduced rates; satisfaction
city jail as suspicious characters. Mrs. ing
J. Stolaroff, wife of the proprietor of guaranteed. Mrs. Krueger, 125 Pal
. ,
.
the Boston store, alleges that Josefa ace Ave.
Esparsa had several skirts, to the
A NICE FLOCK OF
153 Black.
value of $30, in her arms and was add- MISS BEAN GIVEN
HIGH PRAISE BY SOUS A.
If interested in nifty, slick clothing ing more to the pile while Rodriguez,
comes from El Paso, Texas,
Word
and
it
is
her
we
stood
between
then
to
on
ask
charged,
you'
keep your eye
If you want to raise Chix now is the
that Miss Virginia Bean, who with
page three, the advertisement of The the clerks.
NICE YOUNG HENS chance
to buy them right.
Drunkenness Cause of Divorce Suit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bean,
Capital Tailors.
A suit for absolute divorce upon left several weeks ago for El Paso,
Lost, Saturday evening, Nov. 18th,
EI
near the Plaza, alligator skin bag. Re the grounds of desertion, abandon- Texas, is already a favorite-i-n
Paso's musical and social circles,:
ward for return with contents to E ment, drunkenness and cruel and
where her rare genius as a violin virtreatment was filed against
PHONE 92 Almon Leonard, Catron Block., r
PHONE 92
Anderson at Albuquerque.
The tuoso and her personal charms, gainFischer's Hot Chocolate is made
from Fenway Cocoa and prepared like couple were married according 1c ed her immediate entree. Recently, "
the petition, in Dallas, Tex., December she spent a pleasant hour with John
mother used to make it.
March King, who
In the Windows of the Santa Fe 22, 1906, and lived together as msu Philip- Sousa, the
- '
Hardware and Supply Company there and wife until September 2, 1910. heard her play and wrote the followis a very neat mechanical advertis Shortly after the defendant began his ing appreciation:
Marshalltown, Iowa, Nov. 15, 1911.
cruel and inhuman treatment, coupleJ
ing mechanism of Liquid Veneer.
My Dear Miss Bean-Att- er
hearing
Lost At the Elks' theater Sunday with an alleged habit of getting drunk,
I think you have every rea
you
evening black seal neck piece. Return and that on September 2, 1910, he left son play
to be proud of your progress.
C. McCONVERY,
to this office and receive reward,
the plaintiff and has since lived apart You have the
touch of sincerity in
When You Want the very latest, from her.
work that makes for artistic sucyour
then consult the advertising of "The
Will Be Tried lor Murder W. W cess. I
expect to see you
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Little Store."
Thanksgiving delica Pursley will be tried in El Paso next mount thecertainly
ladder of fame and accomcies galore. See advertisement on Monday on a charge of murder. It id
plish it by honest endeavor and natupage two.
41 5 Palace Avenue.
charged that on May 18,1911, he shot ral talent.
Phone. Black 204.
Hot Chocolate now served at Fisch and killed Delfei'o Castro who, with
With every wish for your success,'
er s. It s different from the others. two companions, had pelted his house believe
me,
;
Two Boys Badly Injured The two with stones.
''
emwas
Pursley, who
Ever sincerely,
younger sons of L. Jennings, at Carri- - ployed as section boss on the El Paso
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA.
Haven't You Some Old Furniture
zozo, were injured very badly in the and Southwestern road near Fort
Miss Virginia Bean, El Paso, Tex.
of
a
blasting cap.
Refinish? explosion
That You Would Like
Bliss, will plead self defense, declarYour Family Physician recommends
ing that he called on the men to deNOTICE.
That old shabby looking chair you have placed to one side or that scratched
The American Queen Correct Shape sist and when
Office f the Secretary, Territory of
up dingy looking hall clock grandmother gave you can be made beautiful and
they refused, fearing
Corset.
Goebel
None
H.
better.
W.
can
You
do
work
small
too.
the
attractive at
expense.
yourself,
New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. My Novemthey would Kill him, he shot.
Just this way. First remove the old finish with
i How?
Co.
ber
22, 1911. Sealed bids for the sale
in
Domestic
Killing
Mogollon.
Presbyterian Sale The Woman's
of
oak desks purchased for the
in
an
which
outsider
thirty
mixed,
troubles,
Aid Society is today holding a well at"of the Constitutional Convention ,
tended sale at the Public Library. This resulted in the killing of the Intruder use
received at this office up to
in Mogollon last week. The parties will-b- e
evening a delicious Caffeteria supper were
This preparation will take off all the finish down to the clean
all Mexicans, and if any arrests December 2, 1911, at twelve o'clock
wood. Then if you discover that your chair, clock or whatever it
ia being served.
may be, is made of some expensive wood like mahogany or rosefor were made, information concerning noon, when same will be opened and
Why buy storage
turkeys
wood, wipe it perfectly dry and then apply a coat of Johnson's
the same could not be obtained. Sil the property, sold to the highest bidwhen
can
mux.
'THANKSGIVING,'
bna
get
if
you
furniture
that
Or,
made
of
your
you
is
repared
f ordinary wood apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, desired home raised for less mone " Phone ver
der for cash. Desks may be. seen in
City Independent.
such as mahogany, weathered oak, Flemish oak. etc
hall of House of Representatives. The
Death
of
I ill III
Lucas
Pioneer
I
Meeryan
A shade,
Black.
153
l'ms prepares tne wood ror a nnlsb that is difficult to disV tinguish, from the genuine wood. Then apply
Mrs. Louisa Ponente Mrs. Louisa died at Silver City. He was born on right to reject any and all bids is
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of
5, 1849 in the province of Han- - served.
I II
II
I
Ponente, a pioneer resident of Old AlNew Mexico.
was
at
and
therefore
over,
Germany,
Dedied
her
at
residence.
buquerque,
ceased was 58 years of age at the
time of her death, and leaves one son,
"A Complete Finish and Polish for All Wood "
Jose Chavez, a machinist by trade,
It produces a rich, dull finish that is so much desired,
who lives in this city.
out rareiy prouueeu. noe xor ponsning all iurm- no
ture
Pay Your Taxes Next week will be
and
finished.
how
matter
Pre
1
L . trmr
i t
scratches from showing: marred spots can
the last week in which to pay taxes
nimmiv uin. "w. vents
l
be touched up without going over the entire sur- for the first half of 1911 without their
laoe. Try it.
Ask for FREE book. "The Prnner Treatment
being delinquent and a penalty added.
for Floors. Woodwork and Furniture." Practical
AT THE
County Treasurer Celso Lopez" looks
and Interesting.
a
tax
for
will
who
rush
of
big
payers
Johuon's Electric Solvo and Johnson' Prepared Wu
are sold and recommended by
square themselves, the next few days.
U
An
Announcecd
Engagement
nouncement has been made at Carls-- ! Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
bad, Eddy county, of the engagement j

Jones, manager for Ad Wolgast, the
lightweight champion, said today, he
had accepted a proposition for a fight
between Wolgast and Matt Wells, the
English fighter, for December 16 or

'S

MARKET

HYiD'S

MARKET

d

.

JAMES

i

to

pi

Johnson's Electric Solvo

DAVID LOWITZKI,

New and

AD. WOLGAST AND
MATT. WELLS MATCHED.
Will Meet on Pacific Coast on December 16th or 23rd at
133 Pounds.
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Johnson's

A Prepared Wax
m

wood-wor-

,

flowers!
CLARENDON GARDENS

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

EE
A
t

That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.

!

t'-

HAN AN. SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remark-

able to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and good and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?

,5

ipmit it nrm I ni i ni r that vnn app ari p to rnimnr nisi riwp stodp tnr
ine oesi possioie qualities ana xne oest possioie service in
iiiuii nun iislju
ijm i ii and
? ISNT IT REMARKABLE TO FIND A SHOE DEPARTMENT

rectly, stylish
comfortably
for a shoe than you are willing to pay.

mnng your ieet corthat never asks you more

Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS about our Reliable Shoe Department.

Come and See for Yourself
SAW FRANCISCO

STREET.

--

-$3

JO, $4.00, $4;0, $5.00 and $6.00

